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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Making the nation’s infrastructure more resilient is crucial to protecting America
from disasters and attacks; it is also vital to preserving America’s economic strength and
global influence. Towards that end, this study introduces a practical framework for
implementing resilience at all levels of government and the private sector.
The Beyond the Storms study established the need to transition as a nation from
Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) to a Critical Infrastructure Resilience (CIR)
posture. It also emphasized the necessity of community resiliency informed by local and
regional planners as well as public-private partnerships. In response to mayors, business
owners, and national-level policymakers—urgently preparing for future disasters—this
follow-up study provides an organizing framework to mitigate hazards and improve
preparedness through resiliency.
The centerpiece of this report is the Resilience Implementation Process (RIP), a
general methodology that can be used in the public or the private sector at the local, state,
regional, and national levels to operationalize resilience. The process employs qualitative
and quantitative tools to optimize preparedness decisions and build a prioritized action
plan based on input from risk mapping and a functional resilience framework (FRF). The
RIP has three parts.
●

●

●

Risk Map. Risk mapping is a visualization of the current infrastructure
conditions at a particular geographic location, depicting physical and virtual
relationships in order to gain an understanding of the level of connectedness
across organization functions; link analysis tools are employed to uncover the
functional relationships of a region or organization. Put simply, what systems
are connected? Which are most important? What are the anticipated risks? What
are the systemic dependencies and interdependencies?
Functional Resilience Framework. The framework uses the risk map in an eventbased analysis, examining capabilities during an incident based upon the
criticality of the functions they support. In other words, given a stressor or
disaster event, what functions are critical? How capable and adaptive are these
functions? What are the most pressing gaps to close given the limited resources
available?
Action Plan. Drawing upon the findings of the risk map and analysis of the FRF,
the action plan provides planners with indicators where and when events must
be executed. How do we implement what was learned? How do we increase
capability and capacity and decrease risk through an organized and prioritized
action plan?
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The RIP is designed to support preparedness-related decision making for any system
at any location. The methodology was deliberately crafted to be both generalizable and
scalable to suit the needs of national, regional, state, and local organizations in both the
public and private sectors that face unique threats to operations and functional continuity.
Our country is looking for answers that take us beyond merely reacting to the
storms and disasters that we know will come. The RIP begins to provide such a proactive,
holistic, and measurable solution, and if implemented, will strengthen the nation’s
resilience in the face of twenty-first century complexities and uncertainties.

Structure Of Report
Chapter 1 presents an introduction to Beyond the Storms, a study that evaluated
national preparedness and offered a strategic framework for resilience implementation. The
chapter examines the major challenges of our era: eroding infrastructure, the growing
interconnectedness of a globalized twenty-first century, and the emerging threats of climate
change, natural disasters and terrorism.
Chapter 2 presents Facing the Storms and the RIP as a generalizable, actionable
approach that can be used by the public and private sectors at the national, state, regional
and local levels. It provides a standardized process that decision makes and infrastructure
owners and operators can use for planning and prioritizing decisions in a resourceconstrained environment. The three major phases of the RIP are examined in the following
chapters.
Chapter 3 introduces Risk Mapping as a method to understand relationships and
the current state of an organization, community, state, region, or nation. It requires access
to relevant data to determine the degree of connectedness through functional dependencies
and interdependencies. Analytical tools are employed to map the terrain under examination
and illuminate nodes and linkages.
Chapter 4 presents the Functional Resilience Framework, which is the second step
in the RIP, and analyzes the impact of stressors on critical functions and capabilities. The
capabilities required for the essential functions are examined to determine their criticality
and examine the gaps that occur under the stress of a disruptive event.
Chapter 5 explains the Action Plan to prioritize activity and resources to close the
gaps identified in the earlier stages. The actions taken will depend on the priority assigned
against the cost, time, and scope necessary to improve resilience. Planners and decision
makers must consider the impact of the governance, operations, and systems variables
when developing their plans.
Chapter 6 outlines the Capabilities Analysis Exercise (CALEX) held in August 2013
at the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (APL). The CALEX goals and
Operationalizing Preparedness and Critical Infrastructure Resilience
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objectives are presented along with the operational scenario used for the exercise. APL
assembled national, state, regional and local leaders from the public and private sectors to
validate the RIP and consider its utility to the all-hazards environment.
Chapter 7 presents 55 findings from wide-ranging discussions and written
comments during the CALEX, as well as interviews, research, and case studies before and
after the CALEX.
Chapter 8 contains the recommendations based on the chapter 7 findings. The
recommendations offer a series of actionable remedies to close gaps and improve resilience.
Chapter 9 concludes that resilience is not a problem that can simply be handed to
the government or studied by policy makers. Only a whole-of-nation public-private
collective-action approach can offer an enduring solution. By increasing the flexibility and
adaptability of infrastructure, preparedness makes the nation resilient in the face of
threats from hostile actors, cyber-attacks and Mother Nature.
Appendixes A-D highlight initial themes and expectations, summarize external
documents that were significant for the study, and provide acronyms and references.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

BEYOND THE STORMS

Beyond the Storms examined the most significant challenges of whole-of-government
interagency coordination in support of critical infrastructure protection and offered
suggestions to improve security and resilience across all domains. It documented the results
of an exploratory study designed to examine the state of national preparedness by drawing
upon policy reviews, case studies, and expert interviews. The relevant body of literature
and policies addressing preparedness and critical infrastructure protection is informed by
academic, private sector, cross-governmental, and security imperatives with a focus on the
post-9/11, post-Katrina threat environment of natural disasters, terrorism, cyber-attacks,
and health pandemics. Against this backdrop, the following themes were examined:
•

The current state of preparedness based on policy directives to prevent, protect from,
mitigate, respond to, and recover from disasters;

•

Understanding the complexity and interdependencies of critical infrastructures and the
central role of global supply chains;

•

The assertion of resilience as a public good enabled by collective action, interagency
coordination, and public-private partnerships (PPPs);

•

The ability of cross-governmental stakeholders to implement policy under the current
whole-of-nation interagency constructs; and

•

Potential remedies to strengthen preparedness, response, and resilience in support of allhazards safety, security, economic, and environmental objectives.

1.2

A NATION AT RISK

There is no safe harbor to avoid the impact of catastrophic events—“physical”
disasters, such as extreme weather, earthquakes, and terrorism, or disruptive events that
are “virtual” caused by pandemic, finance, or cyber attacks—and their direct or indirect
consequences on the homeland. We face rapidly changing times, globally and nationally,
marked by complexities and uncertainties that force us to make difficult decisions about
homeland security and community preparedness. Beyond the Storms suggests a new
approach that leverages collective action principles to systematically strengthen
preparedness, response and resilience.
The United States is at a strategic inflection point where critical infrastructures are
aging or failing, and current efforts to address the challenge are insufficient. America
invests barely 2% of its GDP in infrastructure renewal and maintenance, one of the lowest
Operationalizing Preparedness and Critical Infrastructure Resilience
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figures among the world’s industrialized nations. The following facts expose some of our
demographic and infrastructure fault lines:
•

Using input from engineers in every state, the American Society of Civil Engineers gave
the national infrastructure an overall grade of D-plus, a score impacted by failing areas
such as aviation, drinking-water-supply, roads, transit, and sewage treatment;

•

42% of the nation’s urban highways are congested, costing our economy more than $101
billion annually in lost time and fuel, while increasing harmful exhaust and pollution;

•

38% of the roads are in disrepair and the U.S. must invest $225 billion per year over the
next 50 years to maintain and enhance a decaying surface transportation system; we
are currently spending less than 40% of this amount;

•

The U.S. operates 361 major ports and delivers 13 billion containers globally per year,
supporting the world’s largest trading commerce ($645 billion), yet there is no executive
agent assigned to manage or integrate this dynamic global supply chain and associated
policies;

•

The Army Corps of Engineers estimates that over 95% of overseas trade produced or
consumed by the U.S. moves through our nation’s commercial ports. Yet, our ports are
in danger of losing their competitive advantage due to the slow and complex process of
critical dredging projects;

•

By 2020, every major U.S. container port is projected to be handling at least double the
volume it was designed to handle, and by 2040, this figure is projected to triple;

•

Over the next 20 years across the nation, railroads are projected to need nearly $200
billion in investments to accommodate increased freight traffic;

•

Over 25% of the nation’s bridges are considered structurally deficient;

•

There are approximately 85,000 dams in the country, averaging over 50 years old; 4,000
are considered structurally at risk; and

•

There are 500 major urban public transit operators, 66,000 chemical plants, over 2,800
electric plants, 104 nuclear power plants, 1,600 municipal waste water facilities, over 2
million miles of pipelines, 87,000 food processing plants, and 5,000 public airports
owned and operated independently; however, they are highly interdependent in their
functional capabilities.

Because of delayed maintenance and underinvestment, ASCE predicts that $3.6
trillion will need to be invested by 2020 to raise the nation’s grade of D+ to a B, or what
ASCE calls a state of good repair. This leaves a shortfall of $1.6 trillion, without which
Operationalizing Preparedness and Critical Infrastructure Resilience
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transportation delays, blackouts, and water main breaks will cost businesses and
households some $1.8 trillion by 2020. Unless this additional investment happens, ASCE
estimates (January, 2013) the US will lose 3.5 million jobs and $3.1 trillion in GDP by 2020.
The impact of recent disasters has resulted in a reactionary posture that is not
necessarily in the long-term interest of preparedness. Beyond the unquantifiable human
costs associated with hazards, figures from 2011 reveal that economic damages from
natural disasters in the United States exceeded $55 billion. In 2012, there were many
domestic disasters including Superstorm Sandy, lethal wildfires, regional droughts, and the
spread of West Nile virus. While we must address immediate crises and apply the lessons
learned from 9/11, Hurricane Katrina, the Haiti earthquake, and Deepwater Horizon oil
spill, this study looks beyond the storms of pressing events to identify strategic
opportunities that would make the nation better prepared and more secure through a new
focus on systemic preparedness, response, and resilience.

1.3

CURRENT STATE OF PREPAREDNESS

Beyond the Storms starts with an examination of cultural mindsets and deeply held
attitudes toward emergency hazards. All disasters are personal, and the first priority in
preparedness planning is an individual responsibility. According to FEMA guidelines,
people should be self-sufficient for 72 hours after a disaster strikes if evacuating, and longer
if sheltering-in-place. That is where the breakdown often begins. Experts emphasize that
America will never truly mitigate the harsh impact of disasters until the public takes
personal ownership for the preparations necessary to respond to and recover from
emergencies.
The challenge of raising public awareness about preparation before a disaster
strikes is manifested in an attitude: “It will not happen to me,” or “We will just deal with it
at the time.” While clearly a dangerous reaction, as learned from hurricanes Katrina, Irene,
and Sandy, it can also be linked to difficult economic times. A society struggling with
poverty and unemployment is focused on financial survival and is therefore, less likely to
spend essential money (or even discretionary funds) on insurance or redundant systems
that do not have an immediate return on investment (ROI) or help “to pay the bills.” Yet,
research indicates there is a 1:4 ratio associated with preventive action supporting
infrastructure; for every dollar spent now on resilience-building and disaster preparedness,
one can avoid at least four dollars in future losses. (Multihazard Mitigation Council, 2005;
Godschalk, D., et al., 2009). However, many consider an investment in resilience an
“invisible” payoff, because if built and maintained properly, infrastructure works as
planned and life continues uninterrupted.
In addition to an attitude of denial, many people simply refuse to take ownership for
individual preparation because “it is the government’s responsibility, and FEMA will take
care of us.” This attitude must be challenged through a combination of initiatives at the
Operationalizing Preparedness and Critical Infrastructure Resilience
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local, regional, state, and national levels. Because extreme weather, terrorist attacks, and
health epidemics are inevitable, citizens should rely less upon outside assistance and
depend more upon their personal resources, enabling communities to be better prepared for
future disasters. Additionally, rather than creating a new “program” that would add
another financial burden to already-struggling families and small-business communities,
there should be incentives that can be applied to existing (family and small business)
financial budgets to “reward” action taken to support resilience. Although federal funds are
needed to implement some programs, many requirements can—and should—be
accomplished through state-level or private sector programs.
Current approaches to disaster preparedness fall short. There is a growing
recognition that there must be a better way. The statistics predict a looming challenge that
is not well understood by a population that expects critical infrastructures to automatically
serve their needs. For example, our metro communities fuel over 70% of the nation’s GDP,
and over 80% of the U.S. population is located in 11 mega-regions, where new approaches to
resilience-thinking are needed most. The risk assessments and analytical frameworks that
model the infrastructure resilience in an interconnected environment must be developed to
better understand these complex urban communities, as underscored by the cascading
regional impacts caused by disasters such as Superstorm Sandy (October 2012). Now that
federal funds are receding there is a need for increased private sector participation and
regional approaches to address the “wicked problems” being faced by preparedness
planners. The 90,000 local, regional, and state flood maps maintained by FEMA are
incomplete or outdated as extreme weather conditions have revealed in recent years; and
corresponding products—risk maps—for the regional all-hazards threat environment do not
exist.

1.4

THE ISSUE OF OUR DAY

American grand strategy is shifting. More and more practitioners and planners are
recognizing that foreign policy must be rooted in domestic policy, or, as the title of one such
new book declares (Haass, 2013), that Foreign Policy Begins at Home. Unless the US
invests in the homeland, its source of strength, and even its international influence, will be
at risk; more significantly, it will find itself more vulnerable to threats—both from nature
and hostile actors. As the President affirmed in June 2011 as the US began its troop
drawdown in Afghanistan, “We are a nation whose strength abroad has been anchored in
opportunity for our citizens here at home.” After a decade of military action overseas, it is
time to refocus and reinvest in America. This study offers communities, local, regional,
state, and national public leaders, and private-sector owners and operators a practical
framework for investing smartly in preparedness. This is accomplished through a timely
focus on collective action and the systematic implementation of critical infrastructure
resilience.

Operationalizing Preparedness and Critical Infrastructure Resilience
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This sampling of facts bespeaks a menacing challenge that must be addressed with a
sense of urgency or infrastructure systems will continue to erode along with public safety
and security. Many believe that this challenge—to dramatically transform how we secure
and maintain our critical infrastructure through a posture of resilience—is the “issue of our
day.” As the “Greatest Generation” confronted the threats from Germany and Japan in
World War II, and proceeded to build the domestic infrastructure system that has been
enjoyed for the past 60 years, the current generation also faces defining challenges. There is
a need for a comparable resolve in facing today’s serious challenges—including economic
austerity, natural disasters, and global security threats—to forge a culture of preparedness
and invest wisely in critical infrastructure resilience.
Globalization and expanded markets have unwittingly introduced the potential for
greater cascading hazards. Many of the freedoms that accompany technology and social
networking advancements have in fact made us more vulnerable. This study reinforces
observations made since the Y2K scare 13 years ago, when spending by the U.S.
government and commercial industry to predict and prevent adverse impacts on critical
infrastructures exceeded $100 billion. During this time period, the lessons of globalization
and cyber security suggest that vulnerabilities from “system complexity” have expanded at
a faster pace than our means of understanding and mitigating them. Further,
interconnected infrastructure systems, while offering greater speed and efficiency, now
present larger targets for potential exploitation by criminals and terrorists as these
networked architectures are operated in an open society. The qualities of speed, access, and
anonymity that make these robust systems so effective are the same features that make
them more vulnerable to nefarious elements.
Threats to our physical and virtual security are complex, new, and growing. They
demand a new approach to how we prepare for attacks and sustain our infrastructure, as
well as how we mitigate, respond to, and recover from crises. Many of the threats we face
cannot be deterred or countered simply because the provision of civil liberties and a free
society are paramount. The idea that complete physical security is normal, or even
achievable with enough Transportation Security Administration (TSA) agents and Customs
and Border Protection (CBP) officers, is an illusion that is consuming our finite economic
resources. 1 Our focus must be fixed on building a new vision of 21st century resilience in
the face of uncertain and complex risks.

1.5

MORE THAN CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROTECTION

The initial focus of the Beyond the Storms study was Critical Infrastructure
Protection (CIP), but it ultimately extended to the broader concepts of preparedness and
resilience as the research pointed toward a different strategic need. It is clear that disaster

1

The 9/11 hijackers spent less than $1 million to attack the United States. The cost to try to prevent similar future
attacks (in police, airport security, and monitoring systems) costs Americans $1 million dollars an hour.
Operationalizing Preparedness and Critical Infrastructure Resilience
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management planners and leaders across public-private sectors understand how to build
and protect infrastructures within their areas of responsibility but often lack awareness of
the challenges facing adjacent geographic or infrastructure sectors. Therefore, there is a
significant lack of resilient thinking, integrated planning, and collective action at the
national, regional, state, and local level.
In the past century, catastrophic disasters have brought dramatic reminders that we
need to better understand long-term risk mitigation and how to improve critical
infrastructure resilience. 2 It recognizes that the majority of all critical infrastructures,
across 16 independent sectors, are owned and operated locally or regionally by the private
sector and often influenced by an uncoordinated mixture of investors, volunteers, non-profit
organizations, labor unions, and utilities; and the federal government is often hardpressed—or simply unable—to institute changes.
It is increasingly clear the nation needs a new resilience-based approach to critical
infrastructure protection that can be integrated into the homeland security enterprise and
builds greater trust across public and private stakeholders. Action plans are needed—not
just government strategy documents—to implement preparedness policies and incentivize
the private sector to support policymaking, equity investments, cost recovery, new
insurance markets, and legislative changes, or the nation’s infrastructure will remain in
the current state of disrepair. Researchers and global innovators emphasize the futility of
popular security habits (with a fixation on physical protection), and assert the need for new,
more pragmatic resilient approaches because the current methods have fallen short (Zolli
and Healy, 2012).
Research reveals a fragmented planning and risk assessment process where
agencies tend to focus narrowly on their areas of concern (ports, bridges, railways, tunnels,
telecommunications, power, water, etc.), yet fail to recognize the complex interdependencies
of the broader homeland security enterprise. Furthermore, when preparing budget requests
or proposals for grant funding, submissions reflected this isolated approach that
safeguarded a specific region or municipality at the expense of the collective good. Initial
findings uncovered that while we live in an interconnected world of complex 21st century
vulnerabilities, we often employ 20th century ways of thinking and planning for security—
allocating resources for physical protection based on the most senior member on the
congressional committee, best-written grant proposal, or a bias for “fixing things” to relieve
the most immediate pain.

2

“Critical infrastructures are systems and assets, whether physical or virtual, so vital to the nation that their
incapacity or destruction would have a debilitating impact on national security, economic security, public health or
safety, or any combination of those areas” (USA Patriot Act of 2001, Section 1016e).
Operationalizing Preparedness and Critical Infrastructure Resilience
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1.6

HOPE AND HUBRIS

The goal is to better understand the nature of risk based upon essential functional
requirements rather than on uncertain physical threats. Therefore, working with
researchers, owners/operators, and policymakers, Beyond the Storms introduced an
effective framework (Figure 1-1) that is adaptable and scalable to various geographic and
infrastructure areas. Rather than a policy document that tries to fit all scenarios (which
will likely be ignored by planners if not clearly relevant), guidance should take the form of a
general framework that is scalable, recognizing that credible threat information is often
unavailable. By introducing a framework or model that can be applied across the range of
functions and capabilities as general guidance, state and local authorities can better
implement CIKR and disaster management requirements. The utility of this resource will
be demonstrated by how well future decisions are made regarding maintenance, repair
priorities, and strategic funding in order to strengthen preparedness and sustain critical
infrastructure resilience.

Figure 1-1.

Resilience Framework

Moving beyond human factors to an all-domain context (land, maritime, air, space, and
cyber), a framework draws upon the current pillars of national preparedness (prevent, protect,
mitigate, respond, and recover), offering a continuum of options from infrastructure protection to
functional continuity under a broad umbrella of resilience (Figure 1-1). This framework suggests
a view of resilience that helps define the planning variables involved in national preparedness.
There is an important distinction between “protection”—which focuses on the threats, and
“continuity”—which focuses on resuming operations despite the consequences. In this
framework, both objectives are enabled through the operating principles of resilience. And while
prevention and protection may be the preferred options in many cases, they are not always
Operationalizing Preparedness and Critical Infrastructure Resilience
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possible. Therefore, it is proposed that an increased focus is needed on mitigation, response, and
recovery.
1.7

UNDERSTANDING RESILIENCE

Resilience, in a physical and structural sense, is considered “the ability to bounce or
spring back into shape or position after being pressed or stretched.” However, the broader
concept of resilience originated in the ecological and social sciences, where it is critical for
survival and growth within complex systems. Research on these systems suggests that they
perpetually evolve through an “adaptive cycle” of growth, crisis, transformation, and
renewal. Resilience is not only the ability to recover from disasters and flex instead of
snapping, but is also the ability to get stronger as a result of adversity.
Resilience is “the ability to adapt to changing conditions and withstand and rapidly
recover from disruption due to emergencies” (PPD-8, 2011). It is an active, collective,
invasive virtue that enables a society to withstand certain disruptions and learn in the
process. Resilience requires innovating beyond our current culture and placing a new
emphasis on mitigating, responding to, and recovering from disasters. It demands
robustness, redundancy, resourcefulness, and agility. More specifically, functional
resilience seeks to absorb the impact of a disaster while still preserving the ability to
perform essential functions—recognizing that most systems will withstand some level of
degradation in the face of modern risks, and must accept a period of incremental
restoration.
The traditional view of physical security and infrastructure protection involves
preparing for risks and dangers we do not know about, hardening facilities against a
potential attack, and adding more redundancies and defensive layers, analogous to an
individual saving money in case of a job-loss. However, resilience suggests a different type
of preparedness where one would, in addition to saving money, learn new skills and
establish a broader network to land a better job. In the case of critical infrastructure, rather
than “fixing things” or adding more safeguards through the congressional appropriations
and authorization process, we should systematically evaluate where and how we can make
optimal investments to rebound from a disaster and in some cases (for example, preposition recovery resources and have trained response teams on stand-by).
Among the various views of resilience held by engineers and social scientists, the
Multidisciplinary Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (MCEER) offers common
actions to achieve resilience across all infrastructure sectors that are arguably inadequate
for modern levels of complexity: robustness, redundancy, resourcefulness, and rapidity.
These traditional measures signal the need for innovative thinking that goes beyond simply
investing in more “guns, gates, guards, and locks” in order to protect physical structures.
We must identify the capabilities needed to mitigate the impact of, and respond to,
inevitable hazards. Oftentimes, it is nearly impossible to determine the risk of hazards
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because there is too much uncertainty to quantify the threats, vulnerabilities, or
consequences.

1.8

THE WAY AHEAD—FUNCTIONAL RESILIENCE

Functional resilience is a broad term used in building codes, environmental design,
and civil engineering that involves making systems more durable and disaster-resistant
through agile and adaptive approaches. Beyond extending the effective life of systems,
functional resilience allows them to operate more efficiently, demanding fewer resources for
repair and emergency response because flexibility is incorporated into the initial design.
The application of this concept to preparedness and critical infrastructure resilience, along
with the necessary assessment tools, has yet to be realized. There is encouraging work
underway that includes computational models, operations research, and human factors, but
there is a need to operationalize functional resilience in a coordinated and systematic
manner.
The principles of functional resilience complement existing public policies. The
fundamental objective of national preparedness is to take a holistic approach, focusing on
systemic investments that enable the enterprise to absorb the impact of a stressor event
without losing the capacity to function. The supporting taxonomy, focused on large-scale
optimization, must identify the functional capabilities of the national infrastructure system
that are most important by geographic area, and help decide where to invest limited fiscal
resources.
Building on this concept of functional resilience, how would one build a framework
that is useful across local, state, and federal equities within the homeland? (See Figure 1-1)
First, it must operate in parallel with traditional physical protection, because there will
always be mission-essential locations that need to be hardened against and protected from
disaster. Second, it requires a capabilities-based approach with standard assessment
criteria to determine where functions are assessed and located on the continuum of
preparedness (between protection and continuity). Which functions 3 are so critical that
there is no tolerance for degradation; which ones can withstand disruption and some period
of recovery; and which fall somewhere in-between with a mixture of functional capabilities?
The criteria needed to make these judgments must be developed by mapping the unique
interdependencies of each geographic region, identifying the appropriate independent
variables, and leveraging the tools of both qualitative and quantitative research.
This framework offers the potential to align local, state, regional, and federal
resiliency priorities in an integrated fashion that supports the greater good rather than
politically-based funding decisions. For example, the Port of Los Angeles (POLA) moves

3

Within the CIKR and resilience context, the analysis expands beyond simply physical or single-sector locations to
include “function”—the purpose for which something is designed; a specified role, action, or capability.
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more containers than any other maritime port in the country, providing intermodal access
to 14 major freight hubs across the nation, and invests approximately $1 million per day in
capital improvements. And how should the POLA and local ports (with 88 different
municipalities) best invest their scarce resources at such a critical transportation hub in
the country? The question should be answered against a measurable set of capabilitiesbased criteria designed to achieve functional resilience in the face of certain and uncertain
risks.
Therefore, the best return on investment—and source of public confidence—across
interdependent supply chains, infrastructure sectors, and interconnected systems is not a
fortress-protection mentality, but an investment in “functional resilience” that imbues
communities with a level of confident anticipation and personal preparation for inevitable
disasters looming over the horizon. In a post-9/11, post-Sandy, post-H1N1 environment, we
should no longer be surprised by disastrous interruptions to our otherwise normal lives, but
should anticipate and even expect them. We should prepare with a resilient mindset even if
it does not come naturally.

1.9

MANY CREATIVE IDEAS AND PARTNERS AVAILABLE

The encouraging news is that we are not alone. There are international partners
who face similar challenges and are willing to share information and professional, who can
draw upon academia, public-private partnerships, and the experience of commercial
industry to improve preparedness. We can no longer afford—financially, technologically, or
environmentally—to take a unilateral approach toward preparedness when facing a
globalized system of interdependent supply chains and infrastructure sectors.
Beyond the Storms provides a new taxonomy that will help partners understand how
to: (1) make the resiliency case more clearly to policymakers and senior decision-makers, (2)
map functional dependencies and interdependencies, and (3) build a capabilities-based
analytical methodology to advance the concept of resilience. Below are some examples that
may help inform the efforts of preparedness planners in the public and private sectors:
•

Military and interagency studies on unrestricted, irregular, and unconventional conflict
provide a relevant body of literature and critical thinking because of the similarities to
complex and asymmetric factors that are present within critical infrastructure
resilience and all-hazards environments;

•

Academic institutions and Homeland Security Centers of Excellence across the country
are actively studying and testing many of the issues surrounding preparedness and
critical infrastructure resilience, generating research-based models to help inform
strategic and operational planning;

•

After the attacks of 9/11, aviation transportation was grounded for three full days as a
security precaution, and the maritime ports, with the exception of the Ports of Los
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Angeles and Long Beach (POLALB), California, were closed, disrupting vital commerce
and trade. Actions by the POLALB provide an example for centers of intermodal activity
and complex interdependencies during future incidents, where advanced planning
communications among emergency management, law enforcement, port authority,
regulators, labor unions, and congressional leaders allowed increased security and
sustained port operations to occur simultaneously;
•

Counterparts to Homeland Security and FEMA planners in the British Cabinet Office’s
Civil Contingencies Secretariat have successfully implemented “business continuity”
strategies with the private sector by leveraging the relationships that small and
medium-size enterprises already trust and rely upon: suppliers, customers, banks,
insurance companies, professional organizations, and distributors;

•

UK officials conduct an annual National Risk Assessment (since 2005), and publish an
unclassified National Risk Register of Civil Emergencies to explain—in terms that are
clear to the general public—what an emergency is and the types of risks (natural
hazards and terrorist threats) for which government planners are prepared; and they
offer on-line resources to summarize how members of the public should prepare;

•

The Australian National Security Strategy reflects a Beyond the Storms approach,
placing “ensure a safe and resilient population” and “secure our assets, infrastructure,
and institutions” as two of its four strategic national security objectives. One of the eight
pillars to support these objectives is “strengthening resilience.” Recognizing “it is not
possible to eliminate all risks to national security,” it places a focus on public-private
partnerships and building community cohesion in order to “respond and recover quickly”
to restore essential services.

1.10

THE IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGE—PUBLIC PRIVATE
PARTNERSHIPS

The key to implementation of any local, state, regional, or national level policies in
support of critical infrastructure resilience, preparedness, or business continuity is
leveraging the utility of public-private partnerships. While many of the strategies and
policies that inform these public policy challenges originate from federal or state-level
intergovernmental agencies most disaster management and emergency response activity
occurs at the local level among private-sector owners and operators. And since the majority
of critical infrastructures are managed by the private sector, the greatest advancements in
community resilience will stem from the actions of private-sector stakeholders.
Strategic policies and national strategies assert the importance of expanding publicprivate partnerships (PPPs) and acknowledge the need to incentivize venture capitalists in
supporting infrastructure improvements and disaster preparedness, but few details have
emerged in academia, think-tanks, or public policies identifying how to incentivize these
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communities, infuse private sector investments, or significantly expand PPPs. Private
industry is in the business of making money by seeking investments that will reduce risk,
demand less manpower, and provide a reliable flow of revenue in the current fiscal climate.
As the public sector seeks to remove barriers and incentivize the private sector to increase
participation in joint ventures and partnerships, there will be a natural resistance to the
formation of PPPs within commercial industry because of the nature of market competition.
To help put this issue in context for government and industry planners, consider the
economic impact of a port strike and the amount of revenue the private sector might lose.
Estimates can vary widely, but experts claim that an 11-day lockout at ports on the West
Coast in 2002 cost the economy approximately $1 billion per day. More recently, in
December 2012, this situation resurfaced in the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach
(POLALB), where a strike by union clerical workers resulted in the closing of 10 terminals
at the nation’s busiest port complex, costing the local economy billions of dollars over a twoweek period—and forcing some ships to sail to other West Coast ports to offload their cargo.
If there is a port strike, not only will dockworkers refuse to cross picket lines established by
union workers who are striking for a new contract, but also private companies will not
share information that would in any way weaken their market position with other ports.
When preparedness or resiliency policy is developed, policymakers must look at both the
national interests as well as local economic realities that drive industry decisions. For
example, rerouting of shipping-container traffic from POLALB to another West Coast portof-entry may support national policy objectives and preparedness calculations, but it is not
likely to be a model that the ports will support.

Figure 1-2.

Port of Los Angeles

(nz)dave (Flickr user). (2009). Farewell Los Angeles. [Image]. Retrieved from http://www.fotopedia.com/items/flickr-406948408
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Shifting East, Mayor Bloomberg of New York City, to take one prominent example,
has recognized the reality of extreme weather in future disasters. Bloomberg has proposed
investing $20 billion in what has been called “managing the unavoidable” (Borenstein,
2013). The plan, which seeks to make New York City resilient to future storms and
disasters, proposes everything from new floodwalls to upgrading critical power and
telecommunications infrastructures. The proposal is premised on the belief that Sandy-like
storms will become more frequent in the future as the climate changes. The options, in
Bloomberg’s words, are to “do nothing and expose ourselves to an increasing frequency of
Sandy-like storms that do more and more damage,” or to “make the investments necessary
to build a stronger, more resilient New York—investments that will pay for themselves
many times over in the years to come” (Russ, 2013). In other words, resilience, not further
emphasis on elusive prevention and physical protection programs—such as guns, gates,
guards, and locks—is what is required to protect cities, populations, infrastructures, and
commerce in the future.

1.11

THE ECONOMICS OF RESILIENCE

By creating a more connected world, globalization has made new business
efficiencies possible. Businesses have more supply chain partners than ever before, allowing
for greater specialization. Outsourcing leverages the benefits of comparative advantage.
Purchasing from a single source reduces costs. And just-in-time delivery is reducing
inventory and excess capacity. But these advances concurrently create a global system with
little room for error in which a local disruption can adversely affect the entire supply-chain.
This connectedness multiplies the consequences of high-impact but low-probability “Black
Swan” events. And the costs are high.
A groundbreaking 2005 study by Kevin Hendricks and Vinod Singhal analyzed the
effects of 827 disruption events (Hendricks, 2005). The study found that over the course of
three years, the average disruption reduced stock returns by an incredible 40%. The result
was a negative regardless of a disaster’s cause. A follow-up study showed that disruptions
increase share price volatility by 13.5%, reduce operating income by 107%, decrease sales
growth by 7%, and increase costs by 11%. 4 Infrequent and unlikely disruptions thus can—
in a moment—destroy value created over a long period. As the study asserted, “There is an
[sic] direct relationship between efficiency and risk” (Hendricks, June 2005).
Supply-chain disruptions—of varying degrees of severity—are common. 73% of the
respondents of The Business Continuity Institute’s 2012 Annual Supply Chain Resilience
Survey experienced at least one supply-chain disruption. Of these, nearly 40% occurred
below the immediate tier-one supplier, underscoring the interconnectedness and complexity
of modern business practices. Information technology and telecommunications outages were
A 2013 study by Accenture found that supply-chain disruptions reduce the share price of affected
companies by 7% on average. (World Economic Forum, 2013)
4
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the top sources of disruption, with severe weather taking a close second. The primary
consequences of disruptions reported by businesses are loss of productivity, increased cost
of work, impaired service outcome, loss of revenue, and customer complaints. (Business
Continuity Institute, 2012)
Therefore, supply-chain efficiency is not the whole story. Just as important is
supply-chain resilience: the ability to withstand a crisis, absorb damage, recover quickly,
and adapt to disruptive events. Resilience requires long-term planning and investment in
redundancy, interoperability, and agility. Disruptions often cannot be predicted or
controlled, but their negative impacts are incontrovertible. As Hendricks and Singhal
conclude, “Investments in increasing reliability and responsiveness of supply chains could
be viewed as buying insurance against the economic loss from disruptions” (Hendricks,
2005).
In addition to mitigating the negative effects of supply chain disruptions, resilience
helps prepare businesses for economic downturns. According to Morgan Swink, the Eunice
and James L. West Chair of Supply Chain Management at the Neeley School of Business,
“A firm’s ability to weather economic downturns, deal with volatility and manage costs
under shrinking demands depends in large part on the resiliency of its supply chains”
(Neeley School of Business at TCU, 2012). According to research he conducted with Nancy
Nix, companies with supply-chain flexibility and adaptability are better able to reduce
expenses during a downturn, allowing them to outperform competitors and receive a
substantially higher return on assets and equity.
Resilience is “disaster agnostic,” meaning it equally mitigates damage caused by
earthquakes, terrorists, and economic downturns. And though it may be difficult to
quantify generally, after every disaster businesses that prepared ahead of time come out on
top (Agrawal, 2012). For example, after the 2011 earthquake and tsunami in Japan, a
semiconductor manufacturer that had developed a strategy to shift production to unaffected
manufacturing plants in response to an earthquake three years earlier was able to restore
full production quicker than its competitors (Marchese, 2012). Maintaining critical
operations in the face of disaster events confers a competitive advantage.
Far from being a selfish economic focus, such an approach—one that continues
operations (maintaining the bottom line) and heightens security (protecting citizens)—is
probably the best response to a terrorist attack. The ultimate objective of America's
enemies is not just a traumatizing attack on the population, but a punishing disruption of
our economy. For example, al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) claimed that the
ignominious Christmas Day 2009 “underwear” bombing attempt was a success, even though
the bomber was caught and stopped, because of the effect it had on air travel. AQAP said
the attempted attack was part of “Operation Hemorrhage,” an effort to instigate fear and
cause economic damage. (Stewart, 2012) By this standard, 9/11—which caused rippling
economic damage and inspired an enormous domestic and international reaction—was far
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more successful from the perspective of the terrorists than the 7/7 London Bombings, after
which the British public returned to work. (Stewart, 2012) The initial disaster is the terror
attack, but a subsequent crisis occurs if we are unprepared and self-impose further stresses
on the economy. Therefore resilience capabilities can lessen the negative economic impact of
future terrorist attacks and—at the same time—reduce the incentive to carry them out.
Hence, good business practices and homeland security are enabled by resilience.
Investing in resilience is becoming a basic business practice. In addition to
mitigating disaster-related damage, investment in resilience—by introducing new
flexibility—can increase productivity, revenue, reputation, and shareholder value (U.S.
Resilience Project, 2012). Investing in resilience before disaster strikes is the smart choice
for companies and governments alike: such preparation helps to preserve critical
capabilities and to restore functions quickly while denying terrorists their objectives and
preserving economic prosperity.
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2. FACING THE STORMS
2.1

NATIONAL CALL TO ACTION

The major findings from Beyond the Storms highlight national preparedness
challenges—at the local, regional, state, and federal level—that must be confronted if we
are to establish a culture of resilience. It concluded:
•

The analysis of critical infrastructure protection and key resources point to broader
strategic imperatives of preparedness, response, and functional resilience;

•

Awareness of America’s economic dependence upon outdated critical infrastructure and
fragile global supply chains is lacking across the general public;

•

The intersection of interagency coordination and collective action offers a systematic
approach and practical utility to advance national preparedness;

•

Because of extensive interdependencies across all infrastructure sectors, there are
potential cascading impacts that can occur where local incidents trigger national-level
degradation in services;

•

There is a need for a functional resilience framework to implement existing policies,
strengthen regional resilience, and imbue a culture of preparedness; and

•

Further study is needed to examine regional dependencies and interdependencies,
operationalize public-private partnerships, and craft a whole-of-nation campaign for
action.

Drawing from these strategic findings, we must face the storms of disruptive events
with a standardized yet adaptable methodology. This study serves as a catalyst among
public- and private-sector leaders to expand awareness of preparedness and operationalize
critical infrastructure resilience:
1) Systematic risk-mapping of infrastructure dependencies and interdependencies in
specific geographic areas to understand what the essential ligaments of
preparedness and resilience are for complex intermodal systems. By employing
function-based analyses, one can understand the potential impact of a disaster and
conduct analysis to understand connectedness between and among critical
infrastructures. The outcome of this effort will be a “risk map” that identifies
intermodal variables, single-points-of-failure, and interdependencies;
2) Developing a functional resilience framework, using an integrated approach that
helps planners identify how to proceed and prioritize capability gaps in
preparedness and resilience. Drawing from both qualitative and quantitative
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assessment criteria, as well as the outputs of the risk mapping effort, business rules
and mitigating actions will be identified that allow emergency planners to focus on
the most important functional areas. The outcome of this effort will be a systematic
methodology that can be generalized or adapted to other communities in a scalable
and flexible manner. The graphic representation of the framework serves as a point
of clarity to planners and practitioners who must begin to understand this approach
as it applies to critical infrastructure resilience. It will also serve as a key input to
implement unique actionable items for an organization or geographic location; and
3) Formulating a strategic action plan to operationalize the outcomes from the first two
phases provides planners with leading indicators where and when events must be
executed. During this phase policymakers must forge a consensus among privateand public-sector leaders regarding discrete projects, priorities, and implementation
efforts given receding budgets. The outcome of this phase will be a roadmap that
highlights the efforts necessary to achieve increased resilience, and may require new
developments in governance, operations, and technology.
The challenge for America is that we are a nation of first-responders with a bias for
action and “fixing things” when they break. This is where our society has invested—
building more levees, bigger walls, and rebuilding structures. This preoccupation is
matched by another tendency to resist investing in preparedness—often viewed as just
another form of insurance—because it is not a tangible product that can be taken home
from the store. Resilience requires thinking, preparation, and investment before, during,
and after disasters. Ultimately, the current threat environment and budgetary realities
demand that our nation focus boldly on large-scale optimization of resilience priorities in a
resource scarce environment.

2.2

INITIAL THEMES AND EXPECTATIONS

Based on the work of Beyond the Storms, ten themes and expectations were
suggested, laying the foundation for themes expected in Facing the Storms (Appendix A).
Each theme was examined from the viewpoint of critical infrastructure preparedness and
resilience, strategic imperatives and collective action theory. Then research questions were
developed to operationalize each theme, demonstrating the underlying linkages among
literature definitions, collective action theory, and research questions. The ten themes are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Interagency Coordination
Private Sector Participation
Information Sharing
Functional Capabilities
Connectedness
Measurements
Resilience Attributes
Situational Awareness
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9. Visualization
10. Data Sources
The Resilience Implementation Process is a result of this initial analysis and reflects the
integrated approach needed to apply collective action to critical infrastructure resilience.

2.3

RESILIENCE IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

The Resilience Implementation Process (RIP) is a standard methodology that can be
used in both the public and private sectors at the national, state, regional, and local levels
to operationalize resilience for decision makers and infrastructure owners and operators.
The RIP employs qualitative and quantitative tools to optimize preparedness decisions in a
resource-scarce environment, and helps develop a prioritized action plan based on input
from risk-mapping and FRF.

Figure 2-1.

The Resilience Implementation Process (RIP)

Conventional assessment of risk is conducted as a function of the probability that an
event may occur. 5 However, this approach is too focused upon prevention and protection as
primary solutions, leading to a national posture of “fixing things” when they are damaged
rather than organizing systems that can withstand complex asymmetric threats. The RIP
utilizes a consequence-based approach that is most concerned with the stressors that
5

Definitions of risk are addressed in Section 4.2 of this study.
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disrupt organizational functions. This approach examines the cascading effects in the
aftermath of a simulated stressor event, anticipating potential vulnerabilities and single
points of failure before they occur. The scope of stressors that impact an organization can be
examined according to their physical and virtual connectedness to the event.
The RIP provides a consistent methodology to address the risks facing public and
private organizations with actionable steps tied to essential functions and critical
capabilities. It employs three important innovations: (1) visualizing assessments of an
organization’s risk based on the connectedness of dependencies and interdependencies; (2)
analysis of capabilities to mitigate stressors on essential functions using metrics that are
generalizable across the public and private sector; and (3) utilization of empirical results to
conduct a priority-based review of capability gaps and develop supporting actions.

2.4

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

The RIP offers planners, policymakers, and researchers a new approach to
preparedness with a theoretical foundation of collective action and practical
implementation of functional resilience. Five assumptions inform the schema introduced in
this report.
First, all disasters are local. Resilience matters most at the community level.
Communities know what is important to them and must figure prominently in development
of risk maps.
Second, America needs a national framework for the concept of resilience.
Globalization makes us all interconnected. What one community does well—or poorly—
often affects others in a cascading and disparate manner.
Third, resilience is a public good. Critical infrastructure is something Americans
expect will function properly and be available for their use most all the time. Enabling the
basic functions of our society—power, transportation, communications, commerce, security,
and independent living—our critical infrastructure is the sine qua non of our way of life.
Fourth, only a combination of public and private actors can implement resilience.
The majority of infrastructures—across 16 interconnected sectors—are privately governed,
owned, or operated. Collective behavior among these parties is more likely if there are clear
procedural guidelines or economic benefits. Accordingly for resilience to succeed incentives
will need to be introduced and public-private partnerships formed.
Finally, the solution needs to meet the standard of common sense. A practical and
efficient framework allows for easier understanding and implementation. The report’s
conceptual framework is designed with local, regional, and state-level planners in mind,
and offers organizing principles that private sector owners and operators can apply in
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catalyzing critical infrastructure resilience where it must start—at the grassroots of our
communities.

2.5

AREA OF INFLUENCE

By emphasizing collective action, the Resilience Implementation Process (RIP)
focuses operators and planners on their area of influence—the zone outside their normal
area of control, but one that impacts their operations due to interdependencies. Recognition
of this connectedness to external elements prepares operators and planners to better deal
with any incident of significance and reduces the degree of uncertainty. It also recognizes
that while infrastructure sectors are largely governed and operated independently, they are
actually highly interdependent and therefore, must be understood and managed as a public
good or common-pool resource benefiting society in the global commons. And that requires
smart resilience with public incentives and private sector investments.
The area of influence is a unifying theme throughout the RIP and can dictate failure
or success for building resilience. It is the focus of the risk map (understanding
connectedness and vital relationships), and the FRF (analyzing essential functions and
capabilities) in facing inevitable stressors. An organization or region that understands the
area of influence surrounding its operations during times of stress will be more resilient
than others that lack this vital understanding.
The area of influence is also where collective action must occur because it requires
coordinating parties (owners and operators, private and public actors, policy planners, etc.)
who normally may not work together to collaborate and jointly shoulder risk across shared
interests. In an attempt to increase the level of certainty and regain control, disparate
parties are compelled to, or rewarded for, working together due to market forces, policy
requirements, or regulatory pressure.

2.6

NATIONAL FRAMEWORKS AND THE RESILIENCE
IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

The National Preparedness System, part of PPD-8 implementation, defines six
components in reaching toward preparedness that are reflected in elements of the RIP:

PPD-8 Implementation
1. Identifying and Assessing Risk
2. Estimating Capability Requirement
3. Building and Sustaining Capabilities
4. Planning to Deliver Capabilities
5. Validating Capabilities
6. Reviewing and Updating

Complimentary RIP Methods
- Risk Map
- Functional Resilience Framework
- Action Plan
- Functional Resilience Framework
- Action Plan
- Risk Map
- Feedback Loop
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Table 2-2.

PPD-8 Implementation and Corresponding RIP Methods

The RIP is consistent with PPD-8 (National Preparedness) and PPD-21 (Critical
Infrastructure Security and Resilience) because it focuses upon organizational owners and
operators to achieve whole-community resilience. The Resilience Framework (Figure 1-1)
complements the recently released DHS National Planning Frameworks for prevention,
protection, mitigation, response and recovery. The National Planning Frameworks focus on
“core capabilities” for the whole community for each of the five mission areas. The RIP and
the FRF are essentially processes for operationalizing the frameworks and apply functional
analysis to decompose the functions of a complex organization into sub functions and
identify the capabilities and resources that are essential to execute the organization’s
critical functions under duress. It’s also important to recognize that the capabilities
identified through the FRF are also focused more at an operational level from the
perspective of owners and operators than from that of a national-level strategist.
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3. RISK MAP
The risk map identifies the current state of
critical operations. For many organizations and
their relevant operations there are “risk map”
elements implicit or explicit in their daily
activities. The risk map is simply a means to
express those events in a form suitable for analysis
when the complexity of the operation requires
deeper understanding of elements key to the
operation. Connectedness, as shown in Figure 3-1,
refers to the physical (geospatial) and virtual
relationships of an operational process, the assets
or resources required, and the functions and
capabilities associated with the process. Inherent
in the connectedness are operational dependencies
and interdependencies. A complex process and its
contributing or dependent component elements
require analytical tools that display geospatial and
relational aspects. Building models of an “operation
of interest” as part of that tool set provides the
basis for analysis through observation of simulated
events and their impacts.
Figure 3-1. Phase 1: Risk Map
Modeling and simulation tools can then
support event-based functional resilience analysis for complex processes by portraying a
current state that is disrupted by an event. The risk map introduces a new approach to
mapping organizational infrastructure and dependencies by examining functional
relationships based on both physical and non-physical (virtual) connectedness, rather than
depending solely on knowledge of physical structures or assets for the assurance of
functionality in a time of crisis.

3.1

PURPOSE

Risk mapping serves as the basis for understanding the current state and predicting
future conditions of any system encountering disruptive circumstances. In order to address
resilience for any area of focus, the entities that are at risk in the organization must be
identified. This includes the functional relationships among those entities. Risk mapping
provides a view of the interconnections between them and can be used by organizations to
identify the critical elements supporting the operation of the focus entity. The identified
entities, supporting elements, and the interactions between them can be quantitatively
evaluated and incorporated into real-time system or simulation models.
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3.2

METHODOLOGY

Depending on an organization’s focus and scope of responsibility or the breadth of
the evaluation, the entities of a system of interest can be identified in geospatial terms and
in terms of virtual relationships. Certain dependencies and interdependencies between the
elements can also be identified. In developing the Risk Map or current state as it pertains
to an organization’s focus, initial consideration needs to be given to the definition of “risk”
and the implications of that definition. There are various definitions of “risk”; for our
discussion we start with the traditional formula:

Risk = f (Threat, Vulnerability, Consequence) 6
This expression implies that in order to assess risk it is necessary to look at
potential threats, what entity might be impacted by any particular threat, and to what
degree that entity might be affected by that particular threat. This is an expression that
can be scaled appropriately to any organization’s focus. Details of the expression grow as
the focus narrows. The risk from one threat to another will vary greatly, as each particular
threat encounters varying degrees of vulnerability, and the consequence—a result of the
threat and vulnerability—would in turn vary. For example, weather in the form of
moderate snow might adversely affect transportation, but might have little or no affect on
communications. If trying to determine the real risk to any entity, consideration needs to be
given to wide-ranging threats and the ramifications not only to the initial entity impacted
by a threat, but also those entities reliant on or connected to the entity initially impacted.
This leads to the approach for risk-mapping described here.
This approach involves identifying (and displaying) the entities of interest, their
functions and supporting capabilities, the interconnections between the entities and
supporting capabilities, and the process(es) of focus. This enables an initial depiction of (at
least a snapshot of) the current state. 7 However, depending on an organization’s focus in
terms of planning, management, or response, added capability would be required to make
the display more functional. Much of that added capability centers on data inputs and event
models, enabling dynamic updating and predictive analysis. As the Risk Mapping process
identifies the entities of interest, it also defines the components that can be used in discrete
event, agent-based, or system dynamics models. 8 It lays the groundwork for the FRF that
follows.

This expression does not consider the likelihood of the threat event. That element will be
considered later when developing the Resilience Framework.
7 Sensor and data inputs are needed for dynamic real-time display.
8 These types of simulations enable the representation of functions or processes involving various
components that operate under rules of behavior and interaction. They are used widely to gain
insight into real or conceptual systems.
6
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3.3

DEVELOPING MAP CRITERIA

The objective of the Risk Map is to gain access to the information necessary to make
prudent decisions concerning an action or impact that may have complex implications. The
Risk Map is visualized by using a suitably detailed tool that enables an organization to
understand the environment in which its operations take place. This tool must be shaped to
fit specific criteria determined by the end-user. The process of determining the features and
scenarios for the Risk Map tool suite begins with the agency or business unit tasked with
ensuring continuity of operations.

3.3.1

Identify Organization Focus

Because the Risk Map is process-specific, the team responsible for planning and
executing continuity of operations best determines the focus of the Risk Map analysis. The
scope of those processes or operations will determine the scale of the Risk Map. The roles of
the elements within the organization shape the detailed nature of the Risk Map. Those
roles include planning based on current knowledge of facilities, capabilities, and systems;
dynamic management of operations; and response 9 to adverse events, or combinations of
these basic roles. In the planning role, there is often a heavy reliance on geospatial data
that was developed at some point prior to the planning. While the Risk Map is developed in
the planning stage, it is also useful for managing dynamically in real-time. This usually
requires real-time data inputs and event propagation models or other predictive tools.

3.3.2

Determine Elements of the Risk Map

The elements of the Risk Map are all of the entities that have been determined to be
within the focus of the initial analysis. When looking at broad-based resilience, it is
convenient to start with the critical infrastructure sectors, or, more exactly, what they
provide in terms of the functions of the organization. Supporting these elements are
capabilities and resources, which can be related geospatially and virtually. Table 3-1 lists
the CI Sectors and the predominant aspect—geospatial (G) or virtual (V)—associated with
the CI Sector (most CI Sectors have both geospatial and virtual aspects). Between the
elements, the supporting capabilities, and the resources are interconnected relationships.
Identifying and characterizing the interconnections is the key to determining risk.

“Response” here is not limited to emergency services but rather any entity that has to contend with
an adverse event while putting effort into maintaining function.
9
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Critical Infrastructure
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Chemical
Commercial Facilities
Communications
Critical Manufacturing
Dams
Defense Industrial Base
Emergency Services
Energy
Financial Services
Food and Agriculture
Government Facilities
Healthcare and Public Health
Information Technology:
Nuclear Reactors, Materials, and Waste
Transportation Systems
Water and Wastewater Systems
Table 3-1.

3.3.2.1

Predominant
Aspect
G
G
V
G
G
G
G
G
V
G
G
G
V
G
G
G

Critical Infrastructure List with
Predominant Aspect

Geospatial Aspect

The geospatial elements of a Risk Map are often readily modeled and visualized in a
scalable way depending on data availability. The mapping of current state risk for critical
infrastructure complexes would typically start by using readily available geospatial
information display tool suites commonly known as Geographical Information Systems
(GIS). However, GIS only provides the means for representing geospatial relationships and
may not be adequate to model the interconnected functional relationships of the entities of
interest. Ontologies or relationship engines that express the interdependencies existing
between subject entities in terms of function more readily express non-geospatial
interconnections and relationships.
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Figure 3-2.

Nuclear Power Plants and FEMA Flood Map

An example of a GIS display is shown in
Figure 3-2. This image shows the location of US
Nuclear Power Plants in conjunction with a
FEMA Flood Map. Any number of data layers
showing all those functional elements with a
physical geospatial aspect can be readily
displayed. The scale and geographic area to be
displayed will depend upon the organization’s
focus. Zooming in for more detail (Figure 3-3)
reveals an undesirable physical relationship. The
Turkey Point Nuclear Power Plant is within the
inundation zone according to the FEMA Flood
Map. This physical relationship between CI
elements and potential adverse events can be
Figure 3-3. Turkey Point Nuclear
shown across a wide range of risk options.
Power Plant and FEMA Flood Map
However, these remain geospatially oriented and
are insufficient to gain a full understanding of the role of virtually-connected CI elements.
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3.3.2.2

Virtual Aspect

Those CI elements listed as “virtual” in aspect may have a physical presence as
well, but when observing various processes and the contribution of the CI elements,
“virtual” becomes a better descriptor. For example, communications are a vital part of many
CI processes, but are not readily shown in a geospatial graphic when observing the process
itself. In order to account for the role that virtual elements play, the specific service or
dependency can be shown as an “attribute” in the data attached to any of the CI elements
that are queried. Identifying these virtual dependency attributes as necessary for certain
CI elements to function can represent the dependency in the model development process
and aid in visualization of
complex interactions. This
defines the nodes when
developing
simulation
models. An example of an
assigned CI attribute is
seen in Figure 3.4. The
pop-up box shown is the
data identity tag for a
query of a railroad
section. It reveals both
the 1st order CI element
(which CI Sector it fits)
and the 2nd order CI
elements (the CI elements
linked to its function). In
this case, geospatially
related Power and the
virtually
related
Communications are the
2nd order CI attributes. 10
Accounting for the
Figure 3-4. Identity Tag of Queried Railroad Section
geospatial and virtual
with CI Attributes Listed
elements allows for the
development of a basic process model, but the interconnections among the elements still
need to be identified for a complete picture of the impact of altering any part of the
observed process.

This example of showing the virtual elements is just the convention used here. The virtual
elements may have suitable expression by other methods and this is determined by the analytical
focus of the organization building the framework model.
10
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3.3.3

Determine Element Relationships

Depictions of dependencies and interdependencies as workable-model elements are
not as readily scalable as those of CI elements themselves. At a macro level, most entities
are connected to most or all other entities. Therefore, modeling at that level can become
extraordinarily complex. If the criteria for an organization’s risk can be examined in terms
of an explicit and manageable process, the identified dependency and interdependency
relationships become integral to the simulation and can be used to understand the risk
placed on any system as a result of a stressor event.
Working through an explicit process that is important to an organization’s mission
will enable a determination of elements to be modeled and the related dependencies and
interdependencies. Ordinarily some bounding is required to make the process manageable.
For example, by looking at the movement of an inbound shipping container from a portside
berth to the port exit, a port’s Risk Mapping team will be able to identify the elements
associated with that process and the relationships among them.

Inbound
Container

Figure 3-5.

CI 15

CI 8

CI 13

CI 8

CI 2

CI15

Destination

Simplified Flow Diagram of Inbound Container with CI Elements
Included in Process
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Figure 3-5 represents the
CI 5
simplified flow of the inbound
container with the CI elements (as
CI 7
listed in Table 3-1) included in the
process. In this case, during a
CI 4
container move from ship to
destination,
the container
is
CI 15
discharged from the vessel and
utilizes the CI Transportation,
CI 13
which relies on CI Energy (fuel) to
actually move, which relies on an
CI 16
ordering process facilitated by CI
Information Technology, which
CI 12
requires CI Energy to operate,
before the container can get to a
CI 2
distribution point being the CI
Commercial
Facilities
(e.g.,
CI 1
Destination
container freight station), before
utilizing more CI Transportation to
reach its final destination. The
CI 14
blue vertical line is considered the
limit of the “area of influence”;
CI 3
however, when looking more closely
at what lies to the right of the line,
CI 10
the destination, insight is gained
into the dependencies. Any CI
CI 9
element could be a potential
destination that is reliant on the
CI 11
cargo within the container as seen
in Figure 3-6. The dependencies do
CI8
not end there. Figure 3-7 shows the
inbound container movement with
CI 6
CI elements that support that
process
and
thus
the
interdependencies.
The
box
Figure 3-6. CI Potential Dependencies
bounding the simplified process
with supporting arrows from CI elements indicates that all of the CI elements, and their
function, within the box are dependent on those outside CI elements. These elements could
serve as the basis of systems dynamics model. What is missing for more insight is the
resources and capabilities needed for the process to occur and the impact this process has
on other entities.
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CI 8

CI 9

CI 3

CI 8

Inbound
Container

CI 15

CI 3

CI 4

CI 2

CI 8

CI 13

CI 13

CI 15

CI 8

CI 2

CI 15

Destination

CI 8

CI 8

Figure 3-7.

3.3.4

Inbound Container Diagram with CI Elements that Support the
Process

Identify Resources/Capabilities to Support Function

Various resources and capabilities in turn support the functions of the CI. In the
case of container movement these supporting entities could include skilled/certified labor,
tugs, cranes, yard hustlers, chassis, straddle carriers, container yards, container freight
stations, trailers, railheads, rail cars, roadways, bridges, tunnels, contracts, bills of lading,
traffic/queuing data, and perhaps assorted other resources. These entities can be qualified
based on the role they play in the process. Labor, for example, would be considered a major
component of most of the container movement process, but the specific needs in terms of
quantity, skills, and credentials or certifications varies widely across the process. Modeling
this to some degree of fidelity would enable informed analysis (through agent-based or
discrete-event simulation) when looking at the process under both normal and stressed
conditions. The resources and capabilities add a great deal more complexity to the process
model indicated in Figure 3-7, but their incorporation into the model may be necessary to
enable informed decisions in the face of adverse events in complex settings.
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3.3.5

Examine the Current State and Adverse Events

The initial phase of a Risk Map focuses on developing a model of normal activity.
This model is a static framework until some process is enacted. The system needs to be
activated in order to see the interactions and give a true picture of functions. In the case
above, the initial process was the movement of an inbound container. By observing that
process, greater definition can be obtained on the various elements that are involved with
that process and thus the elements that could be used in various simulation models. While
observing this process under normal-state conditions could benefit an optimization effort,
investigation of resilience requires consideration of process dynamics in response to
stressors imposed by various adverse events.
There are numerous adverse events that can be disruptive to functions. Table 3-2
below lists some of these threats along with key features that could be used for display of
these events and in the modeling of the impact of these events. An organization’s focus, to a
large extent, dictates which of these events are more likely to affect its area of concern.
Specific processes would likely be impacted differently for any given adverse event. In
modeling, to understand the impact of all hazards on a function, the specific process
associated with that operation would have to be analyzed to determine which functions and
capabilities need to be modeled at greater detail under certain types of stressor conditions.
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Risk Map Threat Display
Key Required Elements
Threat

Display
Type

Display

Predictive Analysis

Flood

G

Relevant elevations;
proximity to water

Incremental flood maps and tide
data; physics engine

Wind

G

Power lines above/below
ground; proximity to trees

Physics engine

Temperature Extremes

G

Hot and Cold areas

Dynamic susceptibility data

Drought

G

Water volume availability,
soil types

Dynamic susceptibility data

Weather (precipitation)

G

Impact extent

Dynamic susceptibility data

Explosion

G

Impact extent

Blast models; physics engine

Fire

G

Locations

Propagation models

Electro-Magnetic Pulse
(EMP)

G

Impact extent

Blast models

Labor Disruption

V

N/A

Metric impact

Social Unrest

V

N/A

Metric impact

Geo-hazards

G

Elevations, proximity to
cause

Dynamic susceptibility data

Law
Enforcement/Criminal
Activity
Political

G

Location

Historical CONOPS indicators

V

N/A

Epidemiological models

Pandemic

G

Location and density

Epidemiological models

Toxic Airborne Plume

G

Extent

Propagation models

Spill

G

Extent

Propagation models

Accident

G

Location

Traffic flow models

Economic/Financial failing

V

N/A

Impact models

Production/Resource
Short

V

N/A

Impact models

Table 3-2.

Risk Map Threat Display
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A sample of what the current state might look like compared to a stressed state can
be seen in Figures 3-8 and 3-9. The small red boxes shown in the image are the various port
facilities in the area shown. They can be queried in a GIS database to obtain details. One of
these details indicates that the deck height above water varies for the facilities shown.
While the facilities are situated as expected during normal state (Figure 3-8), the facilities
are not ideally situated under the flooded condition (Figure 3-9). However, the facilities
with the higher deck height remain operationally viable.

Figure 3-8.

Port Newark/Port Elizabeth in Normal State
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Figure 3-9.

3.4

Port Newark/Port Elizabeth in Flooded State

SUMMARIZING THE RISK MAP PLAN

The Risk Map process provides the basis to model elements for simulations that can
serve as tools in developing the Functional Resilience Framework. The Risk Mapping
process identifies the organization’s functions and the elements associated with that focus
or relevant operation, defines a process of interest, models that process, and, through
simulation, investigates that process against disruptive events. This leads to identifying
cascading effects and emergent behaviors, which will be discussed in the next chapter. The
objective is to identify and prioritize work-a-rounds, adaptive responses that create a
resilient system built on the best courses of action based upon a return on investment
(ROI).
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4. FUNCTIONAL RESILIENCE FRAMEWORK
The
Functional
Resilience
Framework is an event-based analysis of
scenario impacts on organization functions
and capabilities portrayed in a risk map and
uses qualitative and quantitative criteria to
assess the projected state of organizational
capabilities against the criticality of the
functions they support.

4.1

WHAT IS FUNCTIONAL
RESILIENCE?

The RIP provides the conceptual
framework for operationalizing resilience in
complex infrastructure systems from the
perspective
of
infrastructure
owneroperators and senior leadership.
The term “functional resilience”
focuses the broader concept of resilience on
its
application
to
complex
critical
infrastructure systems that are embedded in
regional mega communities. The analytical
Figure 4-1. Phase 2: FRF
approach begins with identifying the
functions that the critical infrastructure system carries out during normal operations. For a
port complex, the two highest-level functions might be simply stated as “transport people”
and “transport cargo.” Each of these functions can be explained in terms of sub-functions
and the capabilities that support them. Functional resilience, for the port, is a dynamic
objective of transporting people and cargo by executing the critical sub-functions with
available capabilities despite significant stressors.

4.2

WHAT IS THE FUNCTIONAL RESILIENCE FRAMEWORK?

The FRF is an analytical approach and operational methodology for achieving
functional resilience. It assists decision-makers in identifying needed capabilities that are
lacking in order to continue essential functions. The approach enables analysts to support
sound decisions through the decomposition of high-level functions to reach actionable
conclusions and recommendations. Deeper analysis of the functions is required to reveal the
capabilities that underpin them, but not all functions require the same depth of analysis.
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The FRF also provides a mechanism to determine the relative costs and benefits of
further investment in the analysis of sub-functions and their supporting capabilities. In the
early stages of functional decomposition and capability characterization, analysis is
relatively inexpensive and can reveal where not to invest further efforts. Deeper analysis is
required for complex and interdependent capabilities that support the most critical
functions and have the least reserve capacity. At the high end of investment, modeling and
simulation become necessary to estimate, predict and monitor the complex interactions of
multiple, concurrent risk mitigation efforts.

4.3

HOW DOES THE FRF WORK?

The FRF provides a systematic approach to develop the strategy and methodology
for guiding large scale systemic investment to better enable the enterprise to maintain and
recover essential functional capabilities in all circumstances. The process may be viewed as
a sequence of steps as follow:
0. Build on knowledge and systems that are already available in the enterprise.
1. Identify the essential functions of the enterprise from an operational perspective
and sort them on a relative scale of robustness and acceptable level of degradation.
2. Identify the capabilities necessary to execute the essential functions, including
capabilities for restoration of the functions.
3. Identify overlaps and interdependencies among the capabilities from a functional
perspective.
4. Identify resources, infrastructure and services required to deliver the capabilities
where and when needed under duress, applying the Risk Map.
5. Develop qualitative and quantitative metrics to assess baseline functional
resilience with respect to the scale identified in step 1.
6. Model the interdependencies among the resources, infrastructure and services
and apply the metrics to the model. Iterate, testing model outcomes against
historical data, response to stressors in non-crisis operations, and incidents of
opportunity.
7. Develop visualization tools for monitoring operations and managing non-crisis
stressors and senior leadership situational awareness and decisions support.
8. Maintain the feedback loop from enterprise data collection to the application of
models and metrics and continuous improvement of the FRF based on evolving
technology and lessons learned.
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Scenarios Drive Out Essential Functions
Application of the FRF starts with a scenario-driven analysis intended to identify
essential functions that are threatened by the stressors applied in the scenario. It is not
appropriate or feasible to categorize all enterprise functions as essential or not, or as
threatened or not; that would be a distraction from the scenario-based approach. This stage
of analysis is designed to focus attention on capabilities that will be stressed across
multiple scenarios, as a variety of scenarios are analyzed.
The identification of stressed capabilities will provide analytical results on related
capabilities that are also stressed as a consequence of the current scenario. Additional
scenarios may be crafted based on this analysis, but that must not distract the capabilitiesbased analysis of the current scenario. There will always be more stressors, functions,
capabilities and resources than can be analyzed. Analysis will proceed only to the point of
diminishing returns.
Analysis derives capabilities: knowledge of the enterprise’s operations is applied to
project the scenario’s consequences onto the capabilities that underpin the essential
functions. Special note is taken of capabilities that underpin multiple essential functions.

Connectedness of Capabilities and Resources
Capabilities rely on resources and facilities including consumables, equipment,
skills, knowledge, and the infrastructures that support their provisioning. Access to
required resources depends on supply chains with physical, geospatial and virtual
relationships. These, in turn, rely upon further capabilities that may be entangled with
each other. Multiple capabilities may require the same or similar resources, creating
indirect connectedness. Some capabilities may be able to adapt their processes to use
alternative resources in place of unavailable or over-demanded resources. Investigation of
the interconnectedness of resource dependencies may reveal opportunities to adaptively
reconfigure the processes for multiple capabilities to achieve a resilient response to some
types of stressors.
Much work has been done in many domains to identify, characterize, and quantify
capabilities and resources. One highly regarded approach was developed under the
National Incident Management System program in the NIMS Resource Typing
methodology. This approach and many others have merit and have produced very useful
results. (DHS, 2008) Their shortcoming for enhancing resilience is that they fail to capture
the relationships across different resources and capabilities, such as whether the same
resources are required for multiple capabilities. If such knowledge is captured in a holistic
and standardized way, it enables automated discovery of interdependencies.
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Asset management systems use process models to identify resources required as
preconditions for process steps; they are well suited for process optimization analysis. They
do not explicitly represent relationships among different processes. If the processes and
resources are modeled using formal knowledge representation methods, then automated
reasoning technologies can be applied to discover, document, evaluate, monitor and
manipulate complex interdependencies among capabilities. Further development of the RIP
will include evaluation of selected
applicable technologies such as
triple-stores for link analysis and
the Web Ontology Language OWL
for automated reasoning.

4.4

WHAT DO WE GET
OUT OF IT?

Consider the connectedness
represented in Figure 4-2. This
diagram is an illustration rather
than an analytical result, but it
makes
the
point.
Such
connectedness, where each node is
itself a system with subsystems, is
characteristic of “complex systems.”
The term “complex” is a technical
one here, and is discussed further in
Section 4.7.

Figure 4-2. Examples of Infrastructure
Interdependencies
Kelly, T. K. (2001, December). Infrastructure Interdependencies.
Carnegie Mellon Electricity Industry Center. Retrieved from
http://wpweb2.tepper.cmu.edu/ceic/presentations/Kelly.pdf.
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4.5

FUNCTIONAL RESILIENCE GAPS, OPPORTUNITIES, AND
PRIORITIES

The end product of the FRF is an evolving decision support tool based on qualitative
and quantitative measures of selected aspects of the enterprise’s essential functional
capabilities. The dependent variable is resource allocation in a high-dimensional space. The
actual tool suite produced through the Resilience Implementation Process will be specific to
a region or an enterprise, but the method for performing the functional resilience analysis
has a general application.

Figure 4-3.

4.6

The Functional Resilience Framework

THE “BOWTIE”

The FRF uses “the bowtie diagram” shown in Figure 4-3 as a conceptual tool to help
infrastructure owners and operators determine their high-level priorities for deeper
resilience analysis. Applying available qualitative information and quantitative data,
stakeholders assess the degree of criticality of stressed functions and the strength of
capabilities needed to execute essential functions. The level of criticality is based on the
relationship of the function being analyzed to the mission when operating under specific
duress scenarios, considering context-dependent tolerance for loss and allowable downtime.
Capabilities that are normally used to execute the function are examined in terms of their
robustness, the existence of redundancy versus single-point failures, the ability of the
systems to adapt to specific equipment and facility losses, and their operational agility. We
now illustrate the use of this conceptual tool for a fictional port.
Let us assume that the experts at the maritime port have determined that
delivering fuel is a highly critical function under a specified class of stressors, including
extreme cold and icing conditions. As illustrated in Figure 4-2, delivery of fuel is connected
to a host of capabilities across critical infrastructure sectors such as energy, IT and
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transportation. And we further assume that, based on expert knowledge of the Port and
regionally connected sectors and facilities, the overall capability to deliver fuel is deemed to
be strong, but not extremely strong. These vague terms are enough to illustrate the toplevel, conceptual use of the FRF. Also, for illustrating a comparative analysis, assume that
delivering cable spools is assessed to be relatively low on the criticality scale when facing
extreme cold and icing conditions, and relatively high on the capability scale. See Figure 4-4
below.
We record these opinions on the respective diagonal lines (using an o and an x), and
proceed as follows. Because “Deliver Fuel” has a higher score on the criticality scale, we
trace both of the scores to the left vertical axis, Criticality. This defines a region in the
portion of the diagram labeled “Lacking Capability.”
For “Deliver Cable,” where the capability score exceeds the criticality score, we trace
both of the scores to the vertical axis on the right, Capability. This defines a region in the
portion of the diagram labeled “More Than Adequate.”
The defined region for “Deliver Fuel” occurs high on the criticality axis and is
moderately tall. This indicates a moderate gap in a highly critical capability, implying a
relatively high priority for resource investment. On the other side of the diagram, the
capability margin for “Deliver Cable” shows a fairly robust capability to execute a less
critical function, indicating a relatively low priority for resource investment and a possible
source of resources that might be re-purposed in a crisis situation.

Figure 4-4.

FRF Utilization Concept
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At this stage the analysis is qualitative and subjective, yet it provides a rough
estimate of high level priorities based on expert opinion. Conclusions drawn at this stage
are a type of triage for excluding functions and capabilities that do not warrant deeper
analysis.
Continuing with the port illustration, we focus on the critical capability gap in the
delivery of fuel. We have assumed that fuel delivery is an essential function, but it is not
yet defined adequately to support quantitative analysis. Suppose that analysis of the
“Deliver Fuel” function defines sub-functions including the ability to receive fuel from any of
several transportation modes, to handle and transfer the fuel as necessary, and to transship the fuel via the appropriate outbound transportation mode or store it for local use.
Because we are characterizing a function of the Port, it begins at a geographic, temporal
and custodial boundary: at the sea buoy when a pilot takes control of an inbound fuelcarrying vessel. It ends at another boundary, such as the fuel entering a pipeline that exits
the Port. With this refinement we begin to analyze sub-functions and the capabilities
required to execute them. It now becomes clear that there will be entanglements: for
example, fuel may be required as a resource in order to execute the function that brings fuel
in as a resource.
This brief illustration indicates that a particular high-level function, “Deliver Fuel,”
warrants deeper analysis. Large-scale optimization in a resource-constrained environment
requires judgments based on some form of return on investment calculation. A decision to
invest in a particular resilience improvement project of significant complexity will usually
lead to the conclusion that modeling is needed to get designs right. For dynamic and
interactive analysis, executable models will be required, and simulation tools will need to
be applied. After establishing some theoretical underpinnings, we will continue with the
illustration, taking parts of the “Deliver Fuel” function to the next level of analysis.

4.7

THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS

The term “complex” is used in a technical sense to distinguish a class of systems that
go beyond “merely complicated” in a measurable way.
Edward Lorenz used the term “butterfly effect” to describe such systems. Lorenz
asserted that the beat of a butterfly’s wings in Tokyo could change the weather in Paris a
week later. It is often referred to as “extreme sensitivity to initial conditions.” This is math
jargon, a way of saying that you could never know enough about all the air molecules
between Tokyo and Paris to be able to use physics to predict a specific change in the
weather due to the butterfly’s wing beat.
A methodology based on a complex-systems approach is appropriate when the
systems and their relevant context cannot be analyzed exhaustively, even in principle.
Some of the nodes in a complex system may have internal choice-making capability, such as
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a butterfly in Tokyo’s atmosphere, a person traversing a marine yard, people in a labor
crew, a labor crew as a whole, a vessel under human control, or an automated control
system that responds to its environment according to coded rules. Their behavior in a
specific context alters their interaction with connected nodes (as in ecosystems, economies,
battlefields) whose behavior will in turn be affected across the whole network of connected
nodes. A complex system with such choice-making nodes may be characterized as a
“complex adaptive system,” and the nodes with such choice-making capability may be
termed “agents.” Agents act out there roles, interacting with their environment and with
each other. Such a model is said to be “agent-based.”
A major infrastructure complex embedded in a mega-community is socially and
economically driven; the various agents comprising it act as semi-autonomous members of a
shared community rather than components of an engineered system. In response to a
significant disruption the infrastructure complex can re-emerge in alternate, self-organized,
stable states that may continue to provide the most important functional capabilities of the
mission, However, with alternative roles and sub-functions assumed by the remaining
community members, the agents can continue their roles or adopt new ones. Methods for
analyzing and modeling this kind of reconfiguration were first developed for ecosystems
(Levin, 1998). The resilience of the infrastructure complex should be measured in terms of
the infrastructure community’s ability to provide its essential functions despite forced
reconfiguration of workflows. It may “bounce back” to a form quite different from its predisturbance form.
In Complex Adaptive Systems theory an “emergent property” is one that arises as a
result of agent interactions, but cannot be accounted for by traditional systems analysis. In
this context, resilience is widely referred to as an emergent property of certain complex
adaptive systems. In the context of complex critical infrastructure systems, it is said that
resilience emerges when agents in a complex system can fully utilize potential abilities,
whether they are engineered features of the system or acquired adaptive abilities (Fujita,
2006, p. 67). Emergence is “the arising of novel and coherent structures, patterns and
properties during the process of self-organization in complex systems,” in which “nonlinear
interactivity leads to novel outcomes that are not sufficiently understood as a sum of their
parts” (Goldstein, 1999).
In complex, self-organizing systems “far-from-equilibrium conditions allow for the
amplification of random events,” a phenomenon that accounts for catastrophic cascading of
events in a non-resilient system. Thus, the conditions that enable the emergence of
resilience are the same conditions that enable catastrophic failure (Goldstein, 1999). Our
aim in applying the complex adaptive systems approach is to determine methods for
enhancing resilience and reducing the likelihood of cascading failures.
In ecological resilience models, if one subsystem is unable to function in its usual
capacity, another subsystem adapts to operate in a different capacity to maintain a critical
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function. This dynamic occurs in certain complex adaptive systems where, by definition,
small disturbances may have arbitrarily large consequences. We conclude that an agentbased approach provides the appropriate conceptual framework for understanding,
monitoring, and evaluating resilience in a complex infrastructure system. An executable
agent-based model can support the discovery of interdependencies and the testing of
potential solutions by allowing analysts to investigate whole-system response to real and
simulated disruptions. Depending on the role in the organization of the FRF tool users (e.g.,
planning, operations, response) they may evaluate the inherent resilience of the current
system, identify potential cascading failure paths, detect the onset of dangerous stressors
on particular elements, or evaluate the likely effects of specific changes to the system
intended to improve its resilience (Moniz, 2010; Moniz and Waddell, 2008).

4.8

PROCESS MODELING EXAMPLE

Let us assume for the sake of this example that our initial assessment determined
that the transport of fuel is critically important and its supporting capabilities may be
inadequate under duress. We conclude that deeper analysis is required. We narrow the
focus to the capability of bringing #2 fuel into the Port by tanker ship and to complete the
intermodal transfer of the fuel through a Port exit.
We need to define our terms carefully so we can capture and represent the
knowledge needed to support deeper analysis and decision-making. We reserve the term
“function” for those activities that are the very reason the Port exists. We propose that the
top-level functions of a port are to transport people and transport cargo. Under “Transport
Cargo” would be a host of capabilities.
We modeled parts of the process for transporting #2 fuel in simple terms, just
enough to reveal some of the “resources” (e.g., tugs, hose racks) and “roles” (e.g., certified
pilot, skilled labor) that the capability’s activities depend upon. See Figure 4-5 below. The
process starts when a tanker ship carrying #2 fuel arrives at the sea buoy. This represents
the geospatial boundary for the port. The process ends when the fuel exits the port.
The diagram shows some of the resources required to execute steps of the process.
After transitioning control at the sea buoy, the ship is piloted through the waterway,
requiring a qualified pilot, an operable ship, and a functional waterway. The shipping plan
may call for some of the fuel to be offloaded to barges (called “lightering”) for delivery to
other port facilities or local destinations. Unloading to a barge requires a suitably equipped
barge, tug boats, and skilled labor. In either case, the ship continues to a deep-water berth
suitable for unloading liquid bulk cargo. The fuel may exit the port by a variety of means,
shown in the diagram as parallel paths, each of which converges at a port exit.
This diagram is a visual presentation of a logical model built using ontology
development tools. The ontology tools support automated reasoning about modeled
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processes, resources, roles, facilities, equipment, etc., and could be used to discover
interdependencies among different capabilities.

Figure 4-5.

Move #2 Fuel

Some processes may need to be investigated through simulation to quantify the
effectiveness of proposed solutions (considering non-materiel solutions first) and to aid in
the detailed design of selected solutions. There are readily available industrial process
optimization tools. For example, a “discrete event simulation” could be developed using
such tools as AnyLogic. The logical models and discrete event models could be used together
to investigate complex adaptive processes, which are at the heart of a resilient response to
unanticipated events.
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4.9

HOW DO WE KNOW IF IT IS RIGHT?

In addition to classical validation methods for operations research models, methods
suitable for validation of complex systems models will be applied. Validation of complex
system models cannot be accomplished in the same ways as models in traditional
operations research because the relevant initial conditions cannot be fully specified.
Nonetheless, such models are highly useful and can support decision-making in complex
settings (Turnley, 2012).
Baseline information may be established from observation of normal adaptive
capabilities under routine variations and actual stressors. These events provide the
opportunity to measure dynamic responses of the system and assess the adaptive capacity
of supervisory control processes currently in place for the enterprise. These measurements
and assessments can enable operations managers to anticipate the system’s approach to the
boundaries of its adaptive capacity and determine whether and when to inject resources to
prevent collapse of an essential function (Woods and Cook, 2006, p. 72).
Finally, complex agent-based models and related ontologies can be evaluated on the
basis of their conformance to actual system dynamics under routine variations and
observed stressors. For models that are valid with respect to an actual complex adaptive
system, adjustment of parameters can induce the models to match behaviors similar to the
dynamics of the actual system. In the process, operations experts and continuity planners
would work with analysts to glean lessons from the parameter setting, revealing faulty
assumptions or new insights into dependencies and interdependencies that were not
captured in the models under evaluation.
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5. ACTION PLAN
The Action Plan is developed
through a priority-based decision
making process enabling senior
leaders to leverage the output from
risk-mapping
and
functional
resilience analyses to improve
organization resilience in a resourcescarce
environment.
Actionable
solutions will leverage materiel and
non-materiel means and resources,
including governance, operations,
and systems allocations of time, cost,
and scope to operationalize the
findings.
During
Action
Plan
deliberations, owners and operators
examine the likely impacts to
essential
functions
and
the
capability
gaps
to
maintain
functionality in the face of the
stressors events. These deliberations
Figure 5-1. Phase 3: Action Plan
culminate in a prioritized set of
actions to reduce the risk of impact on essential functions and increase resilience in the face
of an asymmetric threat environment.
In other words, the Action Plan leverages the findings
functional resilience analysis by translating analytical results into
operations of the organization. This step seeks to incorporate the
normal strategic planning, budgeting, capital programming
maintenance processes.

of risk mapping
resource decisions
identified actions
and operations

and
and
into
and

The RIP helps identify previously unknown capabilities that are lacking in an
organization. The dependencies/interdependencies identified in the Risk Map and the
analysis conducted in the FRF drive out essential functions and lacking capabilities. The
RIP event-based analysis narrows the scope of the problem to those essential functions
threatened by the event stressors. Only those essential functions experiencing capability
gaps continue into the action-planning phase. This narrowing of the scope of problems
considered in the action planning stage make the process more efficient by effectively
addressing the most vital issues for achieving greater functional resilience.
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5.1

OPERATIONALIZING QUESTIONS

The action planning process should be tailored to organizational/community needs
and conventions, and informed by the risk map and functional resilience analyses. When
examining a given capability gap in the face of stressor events, the following questions can
focus discussion and assist in the prioritization of effective solutions:
1. What is the nature of the threat (i.e. stressor events) to the capabilities
supporting essential functions?
2. What are the threatened essential functions that carry the greatest criticality in
the context of the stressor event driving the FRF analysis?
3. Which essential functions are suffering from the largest capability gap in the
context of the stressor event driving FRF analysis?
4. What is the nature and level of connectedness between the threatened capability
and other essential functions? What is the potential for cascading effects?
5. What type of capability gap (i.e. governance, operations, or systems) is
undermining the essential function?
6. Are there potential workarounds or non-materiel solutions to easily address the
capability gaps?
7. Can the organization still function (albeit at a reduced state) with loss of these
capabilities? If not, does the organization/community “fail gracefully”?
8. What are the potential obstacles to implementation of the solution(s) considered?

5.2

MATERIEL AND NON-MATERIEL SOLUTIONS
The Action Plan will result in one or more of the following operationalizing outcomes:
1. The capability gap requires a materiel solution.
2. The capability gap requires a non-materiel solution.
3. Efforts to address the capability gap will be pending for future action, due to
prioritization and a resource-scarce environment (or some combination of the
three)

Materiel solutions involve the correction of a deficiency, or satisfaction of a
capability gap through the development or procurement of new capabilities necessary to
support essential functions. Materiel solutions include the acquisition of new equipment,
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software, facilities, personnel, systems, and other means to bridge capability gaps to restore
functional resilience. These solutions are usually the costliest means of addressing
capability gaps, and should be considered only after concluding that non-materiel solutions
are inadequate
A non-materiel solution is a resolution to an identified need or gap that does not
require a materiel physical solution or a system to be developed. Such solutions include a
change in rulemaking, governance, operational procedures or concepts, or alternative uses
of existing assets or human resources. If the Action Plan can effectively address the
capability gap, non-materiel solutions are usually preferred over materiel solutions because
they are cost effective and likely to increase efficiencies and organization agility and
adaptability.
Action Plan deliberations are informed by the criticality of threatened essential
functions and the resources available to close capability gaps. Senior decision makers must
prioritize the issues to be resolved in order to maximize the resilience to be gained in a
resource scarce environment. This may include the temporary application of a non-materiel
solution to address a capability gap that will later require a materiel solution, or delaying
the issue for future actions.

5.3

PLANNING RESOURCES AND RESTRICTIONS

Because non-material solutions are usually preferred, the operating variables for the
creation and assessment of an action plan consist of potential solutions to address
capability gaps and restore essential functions. Actions that an organization can use will
generally fall in three categories: Governance, Operations, and Systems. Then for materiel
and non-materiel solutions, the limiting factors that must be considered when assessing the
merits of proposed solutions are Time, Cost, and Scope.
5.3.1 Governance
Governance is composed of doctrine, policy, and guidance that establish the
boundaries within which the public and private sectors must function. As a non-materiel
solution, changes in governance or operations are generally more cost effective and provide
room for creative methods of resolving issues that create vulnerabilities to essential
functions. In particular, issues arising from virtual connectedness can often be resolved
through governance solutions.
For example, in Chapter 4, delivery of fuel might require certain licensing for
drivers to deliver fuel that would not be required for delivery of cables. To allow the drivers
delivering cables to deliver fuel during an incident, a new policy might be required. In
addition, human resource policy on pay schedules might be impacted. The changes may be
within the scope of the organization or community but could also be outside their control.
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5.3.2 Operations
Operations refer to a concept of operations (CONOPS), standard operating
procedures (SOP), operational plans (OPLANS), tactics, techniques and procedures, or rule
sets that drive the implementation of preparedness policies. When a need is identified,
adjustments in operations (a non-materiel solution) can target particular capability gaps or
oversights, offering more economical solutions.
For example, using the scenario in Chapter 4, operations could be modified during
an incident to allow staff members who deliver cables to also deliver fuel, which could
require changes to CONOPS, documentation, and training.
5.3.3 Systems
Systems are capabilities, prototypes, and visualizations that allow the application of
technology to problems on an operational and tactical level. As a materiel solution,
acquiring new systems or revamping existing systems is costly and is usually considered
only when the capability gap cannot be remedied through changes in less costly governance
or operations.
For example in Chapter 3, the computer system used to track fuel delivery might
need to be modified technologically to provide situational awareness and a new notification
process of those receiving the fuel.
5.3.4 Time
The time required for implementation of a given solution can be a restriction that
decision makers consider when weighing different options. While complete solutions to the
capability gap may exist, the criticality of the essential function or the size of the capability
gap may prompt senior leadership to first pursue a solution that only partially closes the
gap while the more complete solution is pursued through long-term mitigation and
resilience.
For example, if creating a new computer application for closing the gap might take
months to implement, it may be advisable to find a short-term work around.
5.3.5 Cost
Financial expense is the most common constraint in pursuing measures for
organizational resilience in both the public and private sector. Potential means to close
capability gaps that apply costly materiel solutions should be evaluated against less
expensive non-materiel solutions, the criticality of the threatened essential function, and
the financial impact of alternative solutions.
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For example, in Chapter 2 with Case Study 1, APL decided that the benefits of
implementing the second water line outweighed the associated cost.
5.3.6 Scope
The scope of a potential solution may be dependent on the size or nature of the
capability gap. Generally, implementation of a potential solution becomes more challenging
the greater the scope. While some problems demand comprehensive solutions, senior
decision makers should explore potential solutions with a more precise and targeted scope,
allowing greater ease of implementation and increased likelihood of improved
organizational resilience.
For example, in Chapter 2 Case Study 2, if there was a gap concerning road
upgrades, the scope could be too broad. Consequently, road improvements would need to be
prioritized and the action plan reflects those decisions.

5.4

THE FEEDBACK LOOP

After the Action Plan is developed and the organization or community becomes more
resilient, the Risk Map must be updated to reflect lessons learned and availability of new
data sources. The new reality needs to be captured. During the Feedback Loop, there may
be changes to knowledge of essential functions, adjustments to political realities, or
discovery of new analytical tools. In other words, the Feedback Loop may require changes
to the entire Resilience Implementation Process.

5.5

BENEFITS OF ACTION PLANNING

The benefits derived from the use of action plans to operationalize organizational
goals is widely acknowledged in both the private and public sectors on the national, state,
and local jurisdictional levels. Action plans not only provide for the measureable
implementation of strategic goals, but also help forge consensus and incentivize the
achievement of objectives. They also identify a responsible party who will ensure the
objective is met in a timely fashion. Action planning is the final step to ensure that the RIP
results are incorporated into an agency’s ongoing operational processes rather than
becoming just another “theoretical exercise.” A community or region can also realize the
benefits of action plans by having representatives come together from disparate areas to
work together to achieve resilience.
Table 5-1 is a sample table for the action-planning phase and tracking goals,
strategies, and objectives along a timeline.
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Strategic Goal
1. Goal

Strategy
Objective
1.1 (Strategy 1.1.1 (first
to reach the objective in
first Goal)
implementing
Strategy #1.1)
Table 5-1.

Responsibility
Who is going to
accomplish that
objective

Timeline
When the
responsible
actor will
accomplish
the objective

Example Action Plan Format

McNamara, C. (2007). Basics of action planning (as part of strategic planning). Free Management Library. Retrieved from
http://managementhelp.org/strategicplanning/actionplanning.htm

Action planning is well suited to address the functional resilience capability gaps,
and provides many strategic advantages (McNamara, n.d.):
1. Defines capability gaps in the organization’s/community’s functional resilience and
helps set realistic goals and objectives within a time frame consistent with resources
and capacity for implementation.
2. Identifies organization/community goals and objectives to achieve functional
resilience, building confidence in the organization’s ability to withstand potential
threats.
3. Involves senior leadership and stakeholders in the action plan process to forge a
consensus for action and a sense of ownership for the plan, incentivizing success.
4. Ensures the required expertise and resources are represented in the implementation
of potential solutions by presenting results and capability gaps to senior decision
makers and the inclusion of stakeholders
5. Optimizes the use of resources through prioritization of functional resilience
capability gaps, ensuring the most effective use of organization/community
resources.
6. Focuses the efforts of the organization/community in addressing capability gaps that
are most vital to functionality and achievable in light of organization resources and
other implementation considerations.
7. Provides a means through which achievement of strategic goals can be quantified
and measured against particular resilience objectives and their timeframes.
8. Bridges the communication between senior leadership and staff in relation to
achieving the organization’s/community’s functional resilience goals.
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9. Fosters cohesion and provides the means for cooperation and team building within
the organization/community to evoke creative solutions that support strategic
resilience objectives and goals.
10. Produces a common vision for organizational and societal/community resilience
among senior decision makers, planners and stake holders, supporting collective
action for national resilience.

5.6

SCALABILITY OF ACTION PLANS

Many organizations, in both the public and private sector, employ action plans to
prioritize and direct the efforts of the company, agency, or group in pursuit of missions,
goals or strategic objectives. By specifying responsibility to implement objectives within a
limited timeframe, action plans are an essential step to operationalize strategic objectives.
The formal development of a plan for implementation provides a degree of accountability
throughout the organization, incentivizing branches or sections within the group to meet
their goals.
The RIP is designed to be scalable to organizations of varying sizes and
generalizable to different geographic and operational applications. Action planning is
already utilized in organizations of various types and sizes throughout the country in the
public and private sector to implement objectives in support of strategic goals. The RIP uses
action planning as an implementation mechanism to address capability gaps because
organizations usually have preexisting processes to develop action plans. The action
planning process, tailored for individual organizations, is unique in the context of the RIP
because it is informed by the analyses of the FRF and narrowed to address those areas
where the organization has a capability gap.
Bringing representatives together from the public and private sector to plan as a
community is at the heart of collective action. The RIP can be the catalyst for unity-of-effort
by allowing preparedness stakeholders to work together for the common good.

5.7

USE OF CALEX FOR RIP TESTING

The Capabilities Analysis Exercise (CALEX) is a strategic planning tool to focus the
organization, agency, or community on a particular stressor event or incident and identify
the impacted essential functions, needed capabilities and action plans.
The use of a scenario to drive planning is a popular method used to improve
emergency preparedness and response. The CALEX focuses less on the cause of the event
(and whether it could have been foreseen or prevented) and more on the ability to
withstand and respond to event stressors. As a precursor, the organization, agency, or
community develops a risk map, which identifies the current-state physical and virtual
connections, and highlights dependencies and interdependencies found in the various
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functions the agency performs. The scenario introduces selected stressors on organization,
agency, or community operations. Consequences of the stressors can be projected onto the
risk map to determine how functions are impacted do to the degradation of capabilities that
needed to carry out essential functions.
The scenario-based approach narrows the focus of the exercise to those capabilities,
resources and facilities that will be impacted by the particular combination of stressors.
The purpose of the CALEX is not to make broad judgments about all aspects of operations.
It is to address specific, cascading consequences that can degrade specific interconnected
capabilities under a range of stressor events. To enable improvement of functional
resilience, the organization, agency, or community will need to examine multiple scenarios
designed to stress various functions and connections. In this manner, a comprehensive
understanding of key dependencies and interdependencies can be determined for the most
critical capabilities across combinations of stressors.
The CALEX takes a systems view of the operating environment. This approach
asserts that it is the interfaces between functions, systems, connections, departments and
sectors that will be most telling and best illustrate the scenario challenges. Normally,
businesses have an excellent understanding of internal processes, but have less of an
understanding of functions that cut across multiple agency units, or are external to their
system. Examining the impact of the scenario on the risk map highlights those shortfalls by
helping understand physical and virtual relationships.
Similarly, the evaluation framework (Phase 2 of the RIP) focuses on those essential
functions for which capability is lacking under the stressors presented by the scenario. The
scenario will not impact some functions and others will have sufficient capability to
continue to perform under stress. Functions with adequate reserve capacity are not
considered further in the RIP; Action Plans are not needed in these cases.
Therefore, the CALEX helps identify those essential functions that have a capability
shortfall and are sufficiently critical to warrant the development of an action plan. The
action planning process found in Phase 3 of the RIP asks the organization, agency, or
community to systematically consider materiel and non-materiel solutions as well as the
timing, scope and cost of any potential solution. By considering these operational variables,
creative solutions can emerge. The CALEX/RIP approach recognizes that adjustments to
processes, systems, governance and training hold considerable promise for addressing a
lack of capability.
The feedback loop found in the RIP provides the opportunity to inform the Risk Map
based on solution implementation and changing conditions. Consequences of improvements
in capabilities must be reflected in the Risk Map to support continuous improvement in
resilience planning. The next stage of resilience improvement must be undertaken based on
the new reality.
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Lastly, the CALEX is an environment where more detailed analytical tools can be
applied to the FRF to inform the analysis in phase 2 and move the process from a subjective
approach to a more objective analysis. Over time, an organization, agency, or community
will develop useful models and tools to which various “what if” scenarios can be applied in
unique operating environments.
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6. CAPABILITIES ANALYSIS EXERCISE (CALEX)
The Capabilities Analysis Exercise (CALEX) was a two-day event held in August
2013 at the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (APL), gathering public
and private sector stakeholders to evaluate the RIP and engage with a wide spectrum of
preparedness experts. Recognizing that a methodology for the implementation of functional
resilience needs to be accepted by the community it serves, this study has made expert
feedback a high priority as it is tested and developed for an operational field environment.

6.1

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The CALEX introduced the RIP and findings of the Facing the Storms report to
national, state, and local stakeholders from both the public and private sector in a
collaborative setting. The following list summarizes the goals and objectives:

1. Implement Beyond the Storms Findings and Recommendations in
Support of Critical Infrastructure Resilience
The findings and recommendations of Beyond the Storms that preceded this report
directly informed the methodology and strategic objectives of the RIP in both its
development and presentation to public and private stakeholders in functional resilience.
Strategic recommendations in the report (Egli, 2012) include:
•

“Formalize Functional Resilience: Federal, state, and local government agencies
and departments should incorporate functional resilience as an organizing
principle to inform strategies and policies of government and the programs they
support.”

•

“Catalyze Public-Private Partnerships: Encourage the investment of private
equity and venture capital by working through existing relationships between
private investors/business sector and their vital interlocutors: customers,
suppliers, insurers, banks, professional organizations, and product distributors.”

•

“Reform Risk Methodology: Shift the thrust of risk assessment from attempting
to prevent attacks and protect physical property – using threat, vulnerability,
consequence calculus – to a risk-intelligent model that builds resilience based on
systemic capabilities-based analyses with a focus on mitigation, response, and
recovery.”

•

“Map Regional Networks: Systematically map (with analytical, and graphic
tools) the critical infrastructure dependencies and interdependencies in the
mega-regions that represent vital national interests for economic commerce,
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geographic hot spots, defense mission assurance, and functional resilience;
develop ‘risk maps’ for major geographic areas that represent major hubs of
intermodal activity.”

2. Validate the Concepts and Methodologies Proposed for Building
Community Resilience
The methodology driving the RIP, while not entirely new, brings with it several
innovations into the fields of risk analysis, business continuity, and disaster preparedness.
The emphasis on functionality, connectedness, and essential functions in the face of impacts
on capabilities require the review of the broader community of stakeholders to become an
accepted process for implementing functional resilience.

3. Forge a Consensus on How to Proceed with Operationalizing New
Preparedness Concepts
Effective resilience requires consensus and unity-of-effort across all sectors and
levels of society. Given the inherent connectedness of local, state, regional and national
entities in both the public and private sector, national resilience cannot be advanced
without first establishing a consensus among organizations and individuals directly
involved in national preparedness. While national policies to encourage a culture of
resilience are required, the most effective impact will occur from the ground-up. For this
reason, the CALEX included both public and private stakeholders to draw upon a whole-ofnation approach.

4. Complement and Reinforce Existing Efforts in Public and Private
Organizations which Advance Resiliency
Many government agencies, private sector businesses, and members of academia
have been working hard to increase resilience in their fields. This report and the RIP are
not intended to replace these efforts but to build upon them. The CALEX builds upon the
existing intellectual and operational foundation with a common, yet adaptable,
methodology to make national resilience a higher priority among disaster management
leaders.

5. Serve as a Catalyst for New Functional Resilience Thinking Across
the Interagency and Private Sector
The CALEX serves as a means to clearly present what functional resilience is, why
it is valuable, and how it can be operationalized in a resource-scarce environment to
stakeholders in the public and private sector. This will serve to close the gap between the
academic ideas of resilience and the operations-mindedness of owners and operators,
helping foster a national culture of resilience.
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6. Develop a Resilience Implementation Process and Functional
Resilience Framework that is Adaptable, Scalable and Generalizable
The RIP is intended to be adaptable to different contexts, scalable to organizations
and geographic areas of varying sizes, and generalizable to any setting. The RIP is not
promoting specific tools or capabilities, but rather a systematic process through which
resilience can be operationalized by organizations using the resourced and data at their
disposal. Although “one size does not fit all,” there are common approaches that can help
address the unique demands of each location or organization.

7. Obtain Feedback from SMEs and Thought Leaders in the
Preparedness and Disaster Management Fields
Given the emphasis of this report on mitigation, response and recovery efforts, there
is a particular need for SME and academics with experience and knowledge of the
preparedness and disaster management fields. This community of thought and expertise
has built a valuable foundation of knowledge for the operationalization of resilience, and
their continued participation in the conversation is needed to ensure the RIP will best
achieve its strategic goals. The CALEX attempts to support that strategic objective within
the preparedness community of interest.

6.2

CALEX SCENARIO

The CALEX scenario introduced the RIP methodology in an event-based format,
walking participants through the conceptual foundations of the analytical process. Set in a
fictional maritime port setting, the event is an accident with cascading effects and different
stressors that impact essential operational capabilities.
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A freighter is docked and offloading at a fictional port on the U.S. coast.
The freighter is carrying cargo that includes flammable and otherwise
hazardous materiel. An accidental spill soon results in a continued leakage
into the water and a fire on the freighter. Prior to emergency and fire
response, the fire begins to spread beyond the freighter into the immediate
surrounding area, raising concerns that the fire could spread rapidly and
must be contained. Firefighters arrive to begin combating the blaze, and
preemptively douse surrounding structures to prevent a blaze. One of these
structures includes information technology (IT) resources alongside one of
the port’s communications towers. This building houses some servers for
the port’s cyber capability, as well as the equipment enabling conventional
radio communications. The heavy smoke from the blaze caused smoke
damage and firefighting operations caused water damage to the building
and its contents, resulting in the need for repairs before the building can
resume operations.
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7. FINDINGS
7.1

TERMS OF REFERENCE
1. The RIP will be more effectively employed with a common language that is readily
understood.
2. Creating a cross-reference table of terms for different domains contributes to
common understanding of the field.
3. To have common terms and a well understood nomenclature will require unity-ofeffort.
4. Alignment of resilience terminology with the private sector is especially important.
5. The RIP should be mapped to existing concepts such as Enterprise Risk
Management (ERM) and Supply Chain Control so that other communities can easily
relate to the RIP.

7.2

MATURE RIP
6. Apply the RIP to a real-world situation to test and to refine the process, moving it
from a theoretical to practical tool.
7. All communities (local, state, regional, and national) need to understand the
economic benefits of using the RIP.
8. As organizations/communities start to use the RIP they will be learning the process,
emphasizing learning by doing.
9. Feedback from experience will be important in refining the process and encouraging
its use by other disaster management communities.
10. To assert the value of the RIP, better define the specific products and outputs of
each phase.

7.3

DEVELOP ANALYTICS
11. The Functional Resilience Framework (FRF) requires both quantifiable and
quantitative data and methods.
12. The information for the Risk Map will come from a range of sources and formats
requiring effective collection and fusion of data.
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13. Start the process by employing existing data for the FRF and Risk Map. Then
expand sources as more information can be obtained and processed.
14. The RIP helps focus on relationships and dependencies at the enterprise level,
highlighting the need for link analysis capabilities.
15. As the RIP matures it will be important to have a set of common analytical tools to
support mapping of functional dependencies and interdependencies.

7.4

PROTOTYPE: ENGAGE END USERS
16. Modeling, simulation and exercises encourage the use of the RIP. As the RIP is used,
others will better understand the process and how it applies to CIKR objectives.
17. By prototyping and fielding the RIP, it will be possible to validate methods and tools
required for each phase.
18. As the RIP is prototyped each of the phases should be put to an operational test and
evaluation to assure that it is usable and effective.
19. Engaging users of the RIP offers a “proof of concept” to determine needed
improvements.
20. Field-testing makes it possible to “test-drive” tools and determine their value in each
phase.
21. Selecting organizations and regional exemplars as prototype locations is important
in determining how to best employ the RIP to impact CIKR resilience.

7.5

UNIFY RESILIENCE COMMUNITY
22. One of the strengths of the RIP is that it can serve as a catalyst to unify disparate
groups as they strive to make their community more resilient.
23. Working together to accomplish community resilience is only possible through
trusted relationships, which are essential before, during, and after any incident.
24. To unify those in an “area of influence” (see Chapter 2 section 2.5) it is necessary to
convene uncoordinated groups that may not normally work together.
25. A community working to make the itself more resilient supports business recovery
because it will be able to restore services more quickly.
26. The RIP establishes common guidelines that will support continuity as players
change over time, enabling unity-of-effort to support resilience.
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7.6

BRIDGE PUBLIC-PRIVATE DIVIDE
27. Every organization defaults to actions that protect its own area of control. In order
to emphasize collective action across the public-private divide, we must identify the
“area of influence” that would expand resilience implementation.
28. When asking stakeholders to work together they must be assured their proprietary
information will be protected. This can be accomplished by sharing only parts of the
Risk Map to incrementally uncover the details of dependencies and
interdependencies.
29. To successfully bridge across groups it is vital to respect organizational differences.
Some private organizations are regulated; authority and jurisdiction play a role; and
there are market considerations.
30. To unify stakeholders focus on shared interests.
31. The private sector uses Business Continuity Planning (BCP), and the public sector
Continuity of Operations Planning (COOP). The goals are the same and provide
unifying principles to build cooperation.
32. During a disruptive event, the private sector looks externally for CIKR support.
Public sector leaders should ask, “What do you need? When do you need it?”

7.7

ESTABLISH GENERALIZABILITY OF RIP

33. If the RIP is going to be used by organizations, communities, states, regions or
nations, it is important to establish standardized methods that are scalable.
34. The RIP is currently a useful concept for regions and bounded geographic areas.
35. The goal of a more resilient nation requires that different sectors and domains work
together to examine all hazards in a whole-of-nation approach.
36. For the RIP to be of general use, it is critical that CIKR stakeholders recognize the
importance of dependencies and interdependencies.
37. The “area of influence” (where the mission is accomplished) brings disparate groups
together to address common functions, and is the intersection of collective action and
coordinating efforts.
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7.8

REGIONAL APPROACH
38. A regional approach will strengthen the relationships between the public and
private sector, which is the key to strengthening resilience across megacommunities.
39. Collective action and the “area of influence” are important concepts to enable
functional resilience across CIKR regions.
40. The RIP can help connect state, local, regional, and federal levels and allow
representatives to plan, set policy, and improve disaster response planning together.
41. To use the RIP regionally, dependencies and interdependencies must be well
understood, especially across the lifeline infrastructure sectors.
42. Working at a regional level will require adjudication of conflicting and overlapping
authorities, jurisdictions, laws, regulations, and cultures.
43. A regional approach to resilience implementation relies on commercial collective
action that reaches across counties, cities, and parishes.

7.9

COLLECTIVE ACTION UNDERPINNINGS
44. Understanding the operational area of influence for actors is key to building
relationships and supporting a public good.
45. There are many shared interests among public and private sectors, so building
cooperative relationships is a key to creating collective action.
46. Elements of one organization’s area of influence will overlap with others’ areas of
control.
47. The RIP is a standardized tool that can help stakeholders at any level begin to view
resilience as a “public good” that must be governed and developed as a common
resource.
48. Even when infrastructure sectors are owned and operated independently, they are
in fact highly interdependent.
49. Collective action provides the joint interest necessary to integrate local/individual
and state/regional stakeholders in a common understanding.
50. As stakeholders work together and share challenges, progress can be made in
making the region more resilient, and providing a way to collectively manage small
and large-scale incidents.
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7.10

HUMAN, FAMILY, AND INDIVIDUAL ASPECT

51. Human adaptability underpins all elements of the preparedness continuum.
52. Preparedness of any society starts with individuals and their families. No
organization, agency or community can build resilience unless the individuals and
families are resilient.
53. Household and family preparedness efforts directly support civic preparedness.
54. Executing essential functions within an organization requires people to be prepared
in order for businesses and government to function during and after an incident.
55. As we have learned from real-world disasters, individual and family preparedness is
critical to preserving public-sector operations and private-sector business.
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS
The findings of the CALEX underscore that we must transform our approach to
disaster management and operationalize preparedness through critical infrastructure
resilience in the following areas:
1. Improve communications with standardized terms of reference and a common
language of resilience. Making our communities more prepared calls for a clear
standard nomenclature that unifies public, private, academic, and society
stakeholders across local, state, regional, national, and international levels;
2. Expand the RIP framework by identifying the specific variables needed to capture
connectedness, dependencies, and interdependencies in physical and virtual terms.
The RIP is still too abstract and theoretical and needs to be structured for mapping
the landscape of a bounded geographic area and showing the practical value of longterm risk mitigation;
3. Apply rigorous analytical methods to the RIP concepts by leveraging existing
models, tools, and frameworks. Building a reliable and generalizable framework will
help planners and decision makers determine what the variables are, how to
prioritize scarce resources, and why action is needed—offering benefits at the
personal and organizational level;
4. Operationalize the Resilience Implementation Process (RIP) by applying the
approach to specific real-world regions or facilities under the stress of a disruptive
event. Operational field testing will allow prototyping and testing with measurable
impacts—identifying the elements of connectedness, and understanding essential
functions through qualitative and quantitative methods;
5. Close the gap between operational practitioners, policy planners, and analysts by
applying metrics, standards, and measures of effectiveness. Operationalizing
resilience with owners and operators at the local, regional, state, and national levels
requires “selling” preparedness as more than purchasing insurance, because it offers
a daily value with a personal and professional return on investment;
6. Establish new mechanisms to bridge the private-public divide by expanding
information-sharing and building trust. A holistic, integrated, and cross-sector
business plan will unify and complement the private and public sectors—not just
addressing major disasters and catastrophic events, but applying the process to
routine disruptive events such as financial hardship, traffic congestion, and severe
weather;
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7. Introduce the RIP to a broader consortium of potential users, analysts, and planners
in the private, public, academic, and international community. The CALEX revealed
that the RIP has the potential to not only inform national policy, but also be
generalized to broader geographic and organizational applications. It will require
field testing to model, simulate, test, and exercise the concept under a variety of
conditions;
8. Introduce a regional-based resilience approach that focuses on risk management,
preparedness guidelines, and key data sources. Investing in long-term riskmitigation, visualization models, decision support tools, and data sciences will
significantly advance the development of community resilience;
9. Make a clear linkage to collective action principles, emphasizing the role of public
and private sectors in viewing resilience as a public good that everyone benefits
from. As shared interests in the global commons, resilience and preparedness—like
clean air, national defense, clean water, and fisheries—must be managed collectively
to avoid a “tragedy of the commons.” This will require accountability to reduce freeriders and incentives to bring new private investors into the resilience “market;” and
10. Increase emphasis on individual resilience with guiding principles of personal
responsibility, family-level incentives, low-cost human preparedness measures and
local investments in practical resilience actions. This is a major challenge at the
personal, family, household, and community level and will require a long-term
commitment by empowered, visionary, political leaders across society.
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9. CONCLUSION
“Of all the countries in the world,” Alexis de Tocqueville contended in his 1840
Democracy in America, “America has taken greatest advantage of association and has
applied this powerful means of action to the greatest variety of objectives.” Contrasting
America with other counties, Tocqueville admired the way Americans used voluntary
associations to creatively and freely solve problems. Americans, he wrote, “associate for the
goals of public security, of commerce and industry, of morality and religion. There is
nothing the human will despairs of attaining by the free action of the collective power of
individuals.” In a globalized economy with interconnected systems, only this spirit of
innovation, this sense of personal responsibility, and this commitment to collective action
can effectively make our critical infrastructure more resilient.
Resilience is not a problem that can simply be handed to the government or studied
by policymakers. It is a vexing challenge that crosses the boundaries of federal, state,
regional, and local communities and transcends public-sector capabilities. Only a whole-ofnation public-private approach can offer an enduring solution. Furthermore, it is not
enough to compile lessons learned from recent disasters: lessons learned are really lessons
observed until they are operationalized. Functional resilience requires that we
systematically distill the major lessons of these events and formulate a framework for
action that can be implemented at local, regional, state, and national levels.
Recognizing the major challenges of our era—eroding infrastructure, the growing
interconnectedness of a globalized twenty-first century, and the emerging threats of climate
change, natural disasters, and terrorism—this report provides a holistic and generalizable
framework to prepare for and face the storms of the future. There is a broad consensus that
resilience does work and ought to be pursued operationally, and as a matter of policy. The
heart of this report—the Resilience Implementation Process (RIP)—is a starting point for
all stakeholders to systematically prepare for the future by examining infrastructure,
discovering complex interdependencies, defining functional resilience, and formulating
action plans. The cumulative purpose of this effort is to mitigate the adverse impact and
risk of future disasters.
The RIP offers an actionable methodology to help forge a consensus within the
disaster management community. As a tool, it also seeks to bridge the gap between national
and state policies and the demands of regional planners, owners, and operators. The RIP
has three parts. First, the risk map. What is important? What are the anticipated risks?
What are the dependencies and interdependencies? Second, the Functional Resilience
Framework (FRF). This framework draws upon the risk map using a disaster-scenario and
helps decision-makers evaluate criticality and capabilities to optimize resource allocation.
Third, the Action Plan provides the way forward by closing gaps and operationalizing
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policies. All told, the RIP supports risk-mitigation and is an actionable framework in which
key variables and assessment criteria can be analyzed before disasters come.
By increasing the flexibility and adaptability of critical infrastructures, resilience
makes the nation more secure from hostile actors, cyber-attacks, and Mother Nature. By
focusing on long-term hazard mitigation and rebuilding failing infrastructure, resilience
also makes America more economically competitive by facilitating public goods those
critical infrastructures provide. Like President Eisenhower’s vision for the public highway
system, resilience is both a national security objective and an economic imperative. While
the benefits of resilience are unquestionable, it will still take a significant effort to integrate
such thinking into our public-private communities and homeland security enterprise and
sustain public interest. Such an initiative is necessary to prepare the communities of
America to face the coming storms.
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APPENDIX A.

INITIAL THEMES AND EXPECTATIONS

The purpose of examining these ten themes was to focus initial thinking and
research proposals on the essential elements for operationalizing preparedness and critical
infrastructure resilience.

CIP and Resilience
Themes

1
Interagency
Coordination
Within the U.S.
government
interagency, all
departments, agencies,
and organizations must
expand the level of
coordination and
cooperation to close
gaps that could be
exploited by nefarious
elements (NRC 2008).

Strategic Imperatives
& Definitions
Significantly expand
whole-of-government
connectivity among
USG agencies, offices,
departments, and
military elements at
federal, state, local
levels (Wilson 1989,
Raach & Kaas 1995,
Donley 2005).
Collective action offers
a range of factors that
affect decisions,
especially the
importance of efficacy
and concern about the
collective good (Olson
1965).

Collective Action
Theory

Operationalizing
Questions

Public Goods

Did departments &
agencies of the USG
engage in
coordinated planning
and execution?

Goods that are hard (or
impossible) to produce
for private profit,
because the market
fails to account for
large positive
externalities. Maritime
security is comprised of
non-rivalrous, nonexcludable public
services—consumption
of goods by one
member does not
reduce availability for
others, and no one can
be excluded from using
the good (Samuelson
1954).

Did interagency actions
reflect a common
view & commitment
to the public good
(resilience)?
Is there an established
organization focused
on the integration of
interagency
capabilities and
leveraging collective
efforts to achieve
functional resilience?
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CIP and Resilience
Themes

Strategic Imperatives
& Definitions

Collective Action
Theory

Operationalizing
Questions

2
Private Sector
Participation

Provide a framework
and process for
commercial and private
sector participation
with government to
achieve policy
objectives, and
appropriate the role of
the private sector
(Frittelli 2008).

Free-Riders

Was the private sector
involved in execution
of functional
resilience?

The role of the private
sector and industry in
planning and execution
of CIP and resilience is
fragmented. Owners
and operators in the
private sector can be
adversely impacted by
any disaster or attack
causing infrastructure
failure in the private
domain (GAO 2006).

Public-private
partnerships directly
impact collective action,
and foster movement of
groups across private &
public boundaries
(Bratman 1993).

There is a natural
tendency for groups to
withhold their
contribution to support
collective efforts while
enjoying the benefits of
the broader group.
Members defect when
they consider that their
support to the
collective enterprise
will not impact its
success or failure.
Government may use
laws and statutes to
induce participation,
through coercion or
incentives, and prevent
parties from reneging
(Olson 1965).

Is private sector
incentivized to
participate?
What hurdles impede
private sector
partnerships in CIP
and resilience?
Is the private sector
enjoying the benefits
of resilience while
failing to contribute
to policy execution?
What role should the
private sector play in
supporting resilience
objectives?
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CIP and Resilience
Themes

Strategic Imperatives
& Definitions

Collective Action
Theory

Operationalizing
Questions

3
Information
Sharing

Open lines of
communication and
close barriers based on
data controls, system
certification and
authentication, privacy
and security
classification concerns
(Relyea 2004, U.S. GAO
2006, NRC 2008).

Social Dilemmas

How transparent was
sharing of CIP
information among
public-private
interests?

Isolated silos of
information are
maintained within
closed systems.
Organizational policies,
statutory regulations,
and culture are factors
that impede the sharing
of information across
USG. Policy changes are
needed to establish
mandatory sharing of
information across
agency boundaries
(NRC 2008).

Collective action in the
global economy
requires movement of
information across
organizational seams by
government, industry,
private, and public
organizations (Melucci
1996).

While supportive of
group action, some
stakeholders pursue
activities that reward
them individually,
despite being contrary
to their commitment
to collective efforts.
Each party must yield
something of value so
the “exchange” will
make them better off.
Repeated trials aid
mutually valued
coordinated action, so
resolution is based on
trust and experience
(Weimer & Vining
2005).

Did information sharing
help or hinder
execution of
resilience in these
cases?
How might elements of
the private sector be
incentivized to
participate and share
information more
openly?
What external forces
could be applied to
increase confidence
that counterparts will
honor their
obligations?
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CIP and Resilience
Themes

4
Functional
Capabilities
Analysis of the impacts
of stressors imposed on
the organization is best
accomplished by
examining the program
as a large amount of
functionality expressed
through capabilities.
Breaking down the
capabilities required for
a given function allows
for the estimation of
resilience in the face of
disasters through
scenario-based analysis.
(Schenker, 2007)

Strategic Imperatives
& Definitions

Collective Action
Theory

Operationalizing
Questions

Imperatives for national
preparedness and
resilience have
acknowledged the need
for an integrated
approach that identifies
core capabilities
necessary for
preparedness by
equipping both private
and public sectors in
achieving infrastructure
resilience. (PPD-8; PPD21)

Transaction Costs

Consider each of the
critical external
inputs (i.e. power,
communications,
transportation,
water). How does the
disruption of each
impact functional
capabilities?
Considering which
capabilities are lost,
what functions are
compromised?

National frameworks
and strategies define
preparedness (Prevent,
Protect, Mitigate,
Respond, and Recover)
in terms of capabilities.
(National Mitigation
Framework, 2013)

Participants desire to
achieve benefits of
collective action while
minimizing costs –
time, efforts, and
resources – to
contribute to collective
decisions and goals…
With well-designed
institutions, functional
costs are better
managed. (Hardin
1982)
Equipping private and
local entities with tools
to improve functional
resilience will reduce
the growing demand
on national resources
in response to
disasters, and decrease
their costly economic
impact.

Does the organization
have the requisite
staff with the
necessary skills to
deal with this
scenario? Will they
be available to
support functional
resilience when
needed?
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CIP and Resilience
Themes

5
Connectedness
The impact of an
incident on a particular
entity is related to its
“connectedness” to that
incident. The greater
that connection to the
incident, either
physically or virtually,
increases the likelihood
of a greater impact
upon that entity.

Strategic Imperatives
& Definitions

Collective Action
Theory

“U.S. efforts shall
address the security and
resilience of critical
infrastructure in an
integrated, holistic
manner to reflect this
infrastructure's
interconnectedness and
interdependency.”
(PPD-21)

Common
Dependence

A strong physical
connection to an
incident may be due to
the incident occurring
on or near the entity’s
property or if the entity
is reliant upon a
network or system.
A virtual connection to
an incident may be
related to an entity’s
cyber assets or their
contractual relationship
to other entities
involved in the incident
(i.e. supply chains).

“Functional collective
action problems are
defined by the
connectedness of
services, policies and
resource systems
because externalities
occur between
functional areas and
policy arenas as well as
governmental units.”
(Feiock, 2013)
“[It is important that]
the individuals
involved see the
common resource as
important for their
own achievements and
have a long-term
horizon.”
(Ostrom, 2009)

Operationalizing
Questions
How connected is the
entity to the
incident? Different
types of incidents?
Are there incident
scenarios that occur
both “on premise”
and “off premise”?
Consider each of the
critical external
inputs (i.e. Power,
communications,
transportation,
water). How does the
disruption of each
affect the entity?
What are the supply
chain impacts of
each stressor event?
Are there unintended
consequences that
will affect the entity?
How will the entity
know it has been
affected?
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CIP and Resilience
Themes

6
Measurements
The means of
measuring resilience
and contributing factors
are elusive due to the
holistic nature of
resilience as both
qualitative and
quantitative.
In operationalizing
resilience, portraying
the connectedness,
dependencies and
interdependencies of
organization functions
and capabilities then
allows the analysis of
functional resilience
through event-based
assessment of function
criticality and the state
of supporting
capabilities.

Strategic Imperatives
& Definitions

Collective Action
Theory

Operationalizing
Questions

There is a national need
for “a metrics and
analysis process to be
used to measure the
Nation's ability to
manage and reduce
risks to critical
infrastructure.” (PPD-21,
2013)

Measure
Performance

“What types of metrics
will be used to
measure the progress
of CIKR protection
efforts?” (NIPP, 2009)

“The national
preparedness system
shall include a
comprehensive
approach to assess
national preparedness
that uses consistent
methodologies to
measure the operational
readiness of national
capabilities at the time
of assessment, with
clear, objective and
quantifiable
performance measures,
against the target
capability levels
identified in the
national preparedness
goal.” (PPD-8, 2011)

“Opening up the
discourse about the
public sector enables
one to analyze and
measure how systems
with diverse structures
perform in the
provision and
production of different
types of public goods.”
(Ostrom, 2009)

What methods will be
effective in leveraging
qualitative and
quantitative knowledge
into meaningful
measures of capability
and criticality?

Accounting for positive
externalities and
transaction costs
allows participants
with a shared interest
to contribute through
regulation or
incentivization
(Ostrom, 2009).

Are the models and
computational tools
available for semantic
modeling and link
analysis capable of
automating the discovery
of dependencies and
interdependencies?

Metrics help quantify
the value of commonpool resources and
encourage collective
behavior (Egli, 2012).
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CIP and Resilience
Themes

Strategic Imperatives
& Definitions

Collective Action
Theory

Operationalizing
Questions

7
Resilience
Attributes

Resilience is “the ability
to resist, absorb, recover
from, or successfully
adapt to adversity or a
change in conditions.”
(NIPP, 2009)

Mutual Interests

What are the major
qualities needed to
help restore control,
costs, and confidence
of the organization
or business?

The nature of resilience
requires that it be
viewed as an active
virtue integrated into all
operations and systems.
It is not synonymous
with mitigation, but
incorporates all aspects
of national
preparedness (Prevent,
Protect, Mitigate,
Respond, and Recover).
Each entity capability
should be designed to
maximize resilience
through agility,
adaptability, robustness,
redundancy, and
resourcefulness in the
face of adversity.

“The term "resilience"
means the ability to
prepare for and adapt to
changing conditions
and withstand and
recover rapidly from
disruptions. Resilience
includes the ability to
withstand and recover
from deliberate attacks,
accidents, or naturally
occurring threats or
incidents.” (PPD-21)

Collective action
theory suggests a
unique approach to
managing common
pool resources
according to the
tragedy of the
commons, where
interconnected,
common resources
cannot be managed
independently.
Collective action
supports resilience
because of the inherent
connectedness of
modern infrastructure
and functions requiring
parties to share the
cost of resilience due to
its benefit as a public
good.

Can the organization
still function (albeit
at a reduced state) in
the face of the loss of
these inputs? If not,
does the
organization “fail
gracefully”?
What steps must be
taken to “shut down”
the organization?
Conversely, what
steps must be taken
to “start up” the
organization?
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CIP and Resilience
Themes

8
Situational
Awareness
An organization must
first discern that an
incident has initially
occurred and then have
ongoing, accurate,
awareness of the nature
of the incident in order
to analyze the impact of
the event and take
appropriate action.

Strategic
Imperatives &
Definitions
“[There must be] a
situational awareness
capability that includes
integrated, actionable
information about
emerging trends,
imminent threats, and
the status of incidents
that may impact
critical infrastructure.”
(PPD-21, 2013)
“[P]rivate sector
entities can better
secure the CIKR under
their control by…
developing an
awareness of critical
dependencies and
interdependencies at
the sector, enterprise,
and facility levels.”
(NIPP, 2009)

Collective Action
Theory
Information-Sharing
“Empirical studies…
have identified…
variables that increase
the likelihood of
cooperation in social
dilemmas. Among the
most important… [Is
that] reliable
information is available
about the immediate
and long-term costs and
benefits of actions”
(Ostrom 2009).
“… [C]ooperation will
occur [when]… The
reliability and frequency
of information about
the phenomena of
concern are relatively
high.” (Ostrom, 2009)

Operationalizing
Questions
What are the scenarios
or stressors to
prepare for?
What are the various
types of stressor
events faced in the
past?
How will the entity
know an incident has
occurred? Will this
awareness remain if
communications are
disrupted?
How will management
remain aware of the
current situation
during the incident?
Is there a
technological or
decision-support tool
utilized?
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CIP and Resilience
Themes

Strategic Imperatives
& Definitions

Collective Action
Theory

Operationalizing
Questions

9
Visualization

The growing
connectedness of our
society has cascading
effects from disasters
through infrastructure,
dependencies, and
interdependencies. This
problem for local,
regional and national
security is acknowledged
but not fully understood.

Mapping Resources

What systems would
best serve the
visualization of both
physical and virtual
connectedness?

The physical and
virtual connectedness
of functions and
capabilities can be
visualized to support
event-based analysis
and the ability of
owners and operators
to make informed
decisions on how to
increase resilience.
Existing date sources
can enable link
analysis that informs
efforts to increase
functional resilience.

Interagency efforts have
acknowledged the need
for geospatial
visualization and analysis
tools to map, image,
analyze, and sort CIKR
data. (NIPP, 2009)

“The comprehensive
investigation of the
evolution of
mechanisms to address
[institutional collective
action] dilemmas over
time must account for
differences in service
types, local conditions,
political institutions,
and the structure of
relational networks.
Such an undertaking
might start by mapping
the structure of
intergovernmental
institutions,
organizations,
agreements and
networks across a small
set of metropolitan
regions.” (Feiock, 2013)

How can virtual
connectedness be
effectively
portrayed?
Are reliable sources of
data accessible to
analysts and
researchers?
Is there a data-agnostic,
automated-fusion
tool available to
support riskmapping?
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CIP and Resilience
Themes

Strategic Imperatives
& Definitions

Collective Action
Theory

10
Data Sources

“Interoperability with
critical infrastructure
partners; identification of
key data and the
information
requirements of key
Federal, SLTT, and
private sector entities;
availability, accessibility,
and formats of data…
should be included in the
analysis.” (PPD-21, 2013)

Reliable Information

The need for
visualization and
awareness of the
connectedness of
functional capabilities
to external
infrastructures
requires a wide
variety of data
sources, showing
dependencies and
interdependencies in
graphic geo-spatial
form.

“Developing,
safeguarding, and
maintaining data systems
and simulations to
enable continuously
refined risk assessment
within and across sectors
and to ensure
preparedness for incident
management” is
important to ensure an
effective, long-term
program. (NIPP, 2009)

“Empirical studies…
have identified…
variables that increase
the likelihood of
cooperation in social
dilemmas. Among the
most important… [is
that] reliable
information is available
about the immediate
and long-term costs and
benefits of actions”
(Ostrom, 2009).
“… [C]ooperation will
occur [when]… The
reliability and frequency
of information about the
phenomena of concern
are relatively high.”
(Ostrom, 2009)

Operationalizing
Questions
How much of the data
required for a risk
map portraying
connectedness is
already available?
What are the sources of
the data?
How readily available is
the data?
Will extensive data
collection efforts be
required?
Is the data updated
frequently enough to
ensure inputs
effectively update
the risk map?
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APPENDIX B.

EXTERNAL DOCUMENTS

This appendix catalogues a portion of the collective efforts by policy makers,
academics, and subject matter experts to address critical infrastructure resilience. The body
of literature on these vital topics is diverse, including insights from both the public and
private sectors at national, state, and local levels. This report builds upon the significant
groundwork already laid by others towards developing a more resilient society.

National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP); Department of Homeland
Security (2009)
Provides a common plan for the government and private sector to prevent threats, mitigate
vulnerabilities, and minimize consequences of a terrorist attack or natural disaster. Begins
the process of coordinating the identification of critical assets, comprehension of risks and
vulnerabilities, and prioritization of protection investments. Specifies roles and
responsibilities along with current programs and efforts.

Crisis Response and Disaster Resilience 2030: Forging Strategic Action in
an Age of Uncertainty; FEMA (2012)
Establishes a foresight capability by creating a strategic framework for understanding
likely changes in the emergency management environment in the near future. Shows how
emergency planners can begin to prioritize resources by recognizing and preparing for
emerging challenges.

Critical Transportation Infrastructure and Societal Resilience; Center for
National Policy (2012)
Lays the foundation for societal resilience, arguing that prevention and protection have a
point of diminishing return, and that since small-scale terrorist attacks are almost
impossible to prevent, resilience assumes an important strategic value by limiting potential
disruptions. Furthermore, resilience supports the imperatives of national security and
economic competitiveness.

FEMA Administrator’s Intent (FY 2015-2019); Department of Homeland
Security (Fugate, 2013)
Asserts the importance of understanding and empowering communities for disaster
resilience; announces the goal of making disaster projections more widely accessible to
communities.
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Re-imagining Infrastructure; The American Interest (Gerencser, 2011)
Considers infrastructure investment, leadership, integration, and resilience in the context
of megacommunities; shows how the overlapping interests of megacommunity stakeholders
can unite to innovate and optimize investments.

Global Risks 2013, 8th Edition; World Economic Forum (Howell, 2013)
Specifies three types of risk: preventable (human error), strategic (risk undertaken
voluntarily), and external (risks beyond one's control); proposes resilience as the best
response to external risks. Towards that end, five characteristics of resilience are discussed:
robustness, redundancy, resourcefulness, response, and recovery. The report calls for the
creation of Country Risk Officers to benchmark national resilience efforts.

Disaster Resilience: A National Imperative; The National Academies,
Committees on Increasing National Resilience to Hazards and Disasters;
Science, Engineering, and Public Policy (2012)
Emphasizes that resilience is a shared responsibility among citizens, the private sector, and
government. Advocates the creation of resilience strategies for risk management at the
community and government levels and in the private sector. Recommends six steps:
resilience should be incorporated as an organizing principle at the level of the federal
government, communities should invest in risk management strategies such as building
codes and risk-based insurance pricing, a national disaster-losses database should be
established, DHS should develop a National Resilience Scorecard, local and regional
community resilience coalitions should be created, and all federal agencies should promote
resiliency to the extent they are able.

Critical Infrastructure Resilience: Final Report and Recommendations;
National Infrastructure Advisory Council (NIAC, 2009)
Describes resilience as ‘delivering the goods’ regardless of disruptive events.” Explains how
resilience requires both private and public attention: the market does not incentivize
investing in resilience for low-probability, high-consequence events. Calls for stakeholders
to identify interdependencies through fact-based scenarios. Proposes planning, information
sharing, and relational goals to further national resilience.

Planning for Resiliency: Adapting the Transportation System to Emerging
Vulnerabilities; New York Metropolitan Transportation Council
(2013)
In response to the devastation of Hurricane Sandy, the New York Metropolitan
Transportation Council is seeking to increase transportation infrastructure resiliency.
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Identifying critical infrastructure vulnerabilities is key to the process. Other steps include
identifying detours for bus routes and working more closely with utility companies before
and during disasters. Coordinated regional planning is taking a central role in preparing
the New York Metropolitan area for future disasters.

Recommendations to Improve the Strength and Resilience of the Empire
State’s Infrastructure; NYS 2100 Commission (The Rockefeller
Foundation, 2013)
Posits that natural disasters are occurring more frequently—almost regularly. The solution
is not to rebuild damaged areas, but to build smarter. The report identifies five
recommendations that can be implemented across New York: identify actions to strengthen
existing infrastructure; identify long-term infrastructure resilience projects; assess longterm options to protect coastal communities; integrate resilience planning into economic
development planning; and begin to reform investment and insurance practices. It
enumerates a large number of cross-sector and sector-specific recommendations.

Presidential Policy Directive/PPD-8: National Preparedness; The White
House (Obama, 2011)
Calls for a National Preparedness Goal informed by specific threats and vulnerabilities;
emphasizes integrated whole-of-nation approach to preparedness. The goal, which follows,
was released in October, 2011: “A secure and resilient Nation with the capabilities required
across the whole community to prevent, protect against, mitigate, respond to, and recover
from the threats and hazards that pose the greatest risk.”

Presidential Policy Directive/PPD-21: Critical Infrastructure Security and
Resilience; The White House (Obama, 2013)
Advances “a national unity of effort” to make critical infrastructure more secure and
resilient. Specifies roles and responsibilities; mandates the exchange of vulnerability
information; calls for the mapping of infrastructure interdependencies, the prioritizing of
assets, and the enhancement of impact modeling capabilities.

Laying Out Next Steps for Critical Infrastructure Protection and
Resilience; George Mason University School of Law, Center for
Infrastructure Protection and Homeland Security (Stephen, R. 2013)
Highlights that three steps should inform our way forward: identifying critical national
infrastructure assets; providing warning to systems facing imminent threats; and
promoting a public-private collaborative environment. The dependencies and
interdependencies of infrastructure should never surprise us again as they did after Sandy.
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APPENDIX C.
ASCE
APL
CBP
CI
CIKR
CIP
CIR
CONOPS
DHS
DoD
DoS
EPA
FEMA
FRF
GAO
GDP
GIS
MCEER
NIAC
NIPP
NRC
NRF
OECD
OPLANS
POLA
POLALB
PPD
PPP
RIP
ROI
SLTT
SME
SOP
TSA
US
USG

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

American Society of Civil Engineers
Applied Physics Laboratory
Customs and Border Protection
Critical Infrastructure
Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources
Critical Infrastructure Protection
Critical Infrastructure Resilience
Concept of Operations
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Defense
Department of State
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Functional Resilience Framework
Government Accountability Office
Gross Domestic Product
Geographic Information Systems
Multidisciplinary Center for Earthquake Engineering Research
National Infrastructure Advisory Council
National Infrastructure Protection Plan
National Research Council
National Response Framework
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
Operational Plans
Port of Los Angeles
Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach
Presidential Policy Directive
Public Private Partnership
Resilience Implementation Process
Return on Investment
State, Local, Tribal and Territorial
Subject Matter Expert
Standard Operating Procedures
Transportation Security Administration
United States
United States Government
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